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HOLLAND CITY
VOLUME NUMBER 44

NUMBER 40

Tharsday, October?, 1915
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MAYOR BOSCH HAS PRESIDENT WILSON TO DYKE AND DUSTING
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Private Hospital
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up.
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knottedor sewed.

Phone

SPECIAL:- Wizard Oil

Mops

24

at

Citz. 8368

cents

SPECIAL
RED KINDERGARTEN CHAIRS 33c

JERSEY SWEET

Just the thing for small children.

De Vries & Lokker
35 E. 8th

Furniture

POTATOES
Plump, Large and Yel-

Rugs

St.

low

7 Pounds

A Few

Counoil was called to order nt 7:30 Inst
evening, and the roll ealled, all fhe nl
dermon , responding. Several important
matters were brought up in the course
of the evening, the meeting being ad
journed at nine o'clock.
Council Thanked for Resolutions.
City Clerk Overweg read a message
of gratitude from President Amo Vonnemn, of Hope College, for the kind
resolutions passed by the city repre
aentativeaconcerning the death of Dr.
G. J. Kollen. The letter was accepted
and ordered filed.
Petitions for Street Extensions.
A petition was rend from citizens
along Eighteenth street between First
and Van Raalte avenues to have that
street extended to the latter avenue,
instead of stopping at First Avenue, as
is nt present under consideration.
These
residentswish to have that block graded with washed gravel also.
Another petition from the residents
on 24th street between College and Lincoln avenue to have that block graded
was also rend, both petitions being
referred to the committee on streets
and crosswalks.
Manner of Using City's Funds.
The report of the committee on Ways
and Means in regard to the use of
public funds for city purposes is ns
follows:
Holland. Michigan, Oct. fi, 1915
To the Honorable the Mayor and Common
Council of the City of Holland:—

The gravel shoulder on each side to
prevent the cement from breakingon
the edges must still he put down. When

Relieve

Lonely Life.
Washington, ' Oct. 7-

Woodrow

announced h:s engagementto Mrs. Norman Galt of Washington. The date of
the ’wedding has not been fixed but il
probablywill take place in December
at the homo of the bride-fleet.
The brief announcementfrom the
"lute house made by Secretary Tumulty came ns a surprise to official Wash
nitfon, but to a number of intimate
triends it has long been expected.
Irom this eirtlc came 4n*t night the
. r.v of » friendship whose rulminu
turn was viewed as a happy turn in the
troubled and lonely wife of the uu

Also a fine value in canned

Sweet Potatoes at 10c a can

--

Cow Thrown 60

'

B. Steketee’s

|T

is

never too early

to

GROCERY

begin buildingup
185

your credit.

Rim

Art.

Phase 1114

The boy begins building up a credit by
being fair in his play.

Everyone loves fairness, either

in play or

business

There is nothing

that inspires confidence

Good for

so quickly.

This

bank guarantees fairness to

its

patrons

50

interest paid on time deposits

This adv. is good for 50

Holland City State Bank

cents in trade at the La-

Oldest Bank in Ottawa County

cey Studio. Get busy as

The Bank with the Clock on the Cornet

it

Established1878

may not appear again.

STUDIO

Dress-up

Perfect
Fitting

Week

19

8th

St. Up

Stairs

THE

LACEY
We have added many new

STUDIO

classy patterns in Scarf Pins,

Cuff

Buttons, Waldemar

Vest Chains, Rings, etc., for
fashion

week. Jewelry that

will put the final touch

to a

well dressed man’s attire.

Let us show

you a few

things.

Stevenson’s
THE

HARD

Optical Specialist

IE

The Jeweler

24 Eigblli SI., Holland

“Chiropractic

E

Jewelry

Glasses

Hho

is

ridiculed to be sure”

Tkt Nriiol u4 OitNyatkk PnfeaUi, af

Wt kaaw

It la

Elbart Hubbard aaya: “It

is

aat

cam.

Cklrayncticpatraas.

the acience of

common sense.” It teaches

that the brain it the source of all body power; it is conveyed through the spinal cord and spinal nerves— which end in every tissue and organ of the body- -

and there expresses health. That, the spinal cord and nerves are soft structures and are surroundedentirely by bones which are hard. That, these bones
are movable within certain degrees. That, when they move beyond that, by
accidents, the hard bone squeezes the soft nerve, decreases its sue, cuts off the
flow of "life" from the brain to organ That, the degree of pressure registers
the Isck ‘ Brain current” that can't get to the tissue, hence makes any one of
a hundred thousand diseases, which the various"pathies"are in much doubt
about diagnosingand treating.
Chiropractic is not medicine,not surgeryor osteopathyand does not treat,
cure or heal. Nature does that.

DE JONGE, Licensed Chiropractor 0vt^i!\XT
•42

this ac tion will he taken at this meet-

ing All Michigan graduates and former
students are urged to he present.

HOLLAND BOY MAKES MARVELOUS 8U00E88 IN WESTERN
SEMINARY.
Assets

AWE VAXUKR HILL.
IAS. A. DRINKW'ATKR.

Friends of the president expressed
Committee.
their pleasure over the announcement
This report received the hearty en- not only because «,f Mr. Wilson’s per
dorsement of the Mayor, who railed Komil happiness, but because they felt
upon the City Clerk to read his mes- this new companionship would give him
sage which is as follows:
support and comfort it* his home lifeHolland. Mirtrgan. October 0. 1915.
To the TInnoralilethe Common Council of the
•City of Holland,
Gentlemen
A propoaition ha* been introduced in thi*
Council art-kingto aet aaide certain money*
in one fund into a aeparate Sinking Fund,
with the end in view of *o arranging matter*
that the city ran loan to itavlf in other fund*
or department*of the municipal government
without the nereaaity of aeeking loan* from
outaidesource*, and at a rate of intereatmm h
higher than the city receive*on Ita balance*
on hand.
It i* my poaition in all municipal affair*
that the buaineaa of the city ahonld be conducted not only on buaineaa principle*,but
alao for the greateat good of the community
and not in the intereat of any peraon. or num
her of peraon*. If the city ha» large une*.
pended antna on hand in any one fund not
required for immediate need*, it would aeem
not only the wiaeat policy,but the faire*tto
the people to aet aaide auch money*, and if
needed by other fund*, or other hranrhe* of
the city government, for temporary uae, either
for ahorter or longer period*, then to loan
auch fund* to auch other fund or department.
Thi* would mean a conaiderabieraving to the
rity in interest charges, and would al*o reduce the carrying of large unexpended balance*. and put auch balance* to good uae for
the c^ty. which ia the real owner of all auch
fund*. We should never loae eight of one
fart and that i*. that although we may be
separated into Hoards of various kind* and a
Common Council, yet all are a part of the
same city, and responsible to the same people. and that whatever propertyor money
may be immediately under the control of thi*
Council or any Hoard, the real party owning
all auch property, and of which we arc
only the temporary custodian*,ia the
people, and that wheneverwe make any *av
ing it i* for the people, and not for the ad
vantageor disadvantage of any Hoard or of
the Council.
Trusting that you all fully realiiethe im
portance of this proposal,I trust that it may
be adopted by thi* body, a* mean* of sav
ing to the city.
•Respectfullysubmitted,

THE M.

E. CHURCH DEBT FUND
COMMITTEE TO GIVE SPLENDID PROGRAM.

After several weeks of hard work
the church debt fund committee lias
completed their plans for a splendid
program that will be given in the base
ment of the Methodist Episcopal church
oji West Tenth street, tomorrow evening, Oct. 8, nt 8 o’clock.
A report of the year's work will be
given and the committeehas also provided for plenty of good things to cat.
The members of the committee aro
Martin Klassen, chairman, H. J. Boone,
secretary,1 Dick Overweg, treasurer,H.
Knutson and John Elferdink directors.
The committee has been organized
since last November and through their
efforts have raised several hundred dollars.

wkwT

.

name

:

By

,

Michigan spirit.
The chief feature of the meeting will
bo the consideration of the Michigan
Union Clubhoureproject Mr. Bernath
Sherwood and Mr. William Havidge of
Grand Haven will be present and talk
of the Michigan Union.
If has been suggested tint a permanent organization of the Univeraitv of
Michiganalumni be made and no doubt

—
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v One of the

special numbers on the
program which the committeehas been
able to give is a trombonesolo by Henry Poppen. All the members and friends,
of the church are invited to attend.

Rhodes Scholarship Examinations.

Ann

Arhpr, Mich., Oct. 7— Examina-

tions for Rhodes Scholarshipcandidates
were given here yesterdany in following
subjects: Translations from Latin into
English, examinationsin Latin prose;
and arithmetic on Tuesday and translations from Greek to English, Latin
grammar, Greek grammer and algebra
or geometryon today.

—

vital need during the hours of strain

over the nation's problems. With the
marriage of his two daughters and the
death of Mrs. Wilson more than a year
ngo, the president’s life had becoHic
one of solitude. His absorption in ofli
ciul labors began to tell on him plivai

XICOHKMUS HOHCH.

cally,

and when a few months

ago' hi

The legality of the report was questioned by AM. Brower, and <’ity Atty.
McBride, who entered the room nt that
moment, was called upon to give an
opinion. He plead ignorance of the subject on band, and was remindedby the
Mayor that 7:30 was the time appointed
for the meeting, and that he was tired
of going outside and pulling the members in. Att. Me Bride explained bis
tardinessas being tifnc taken up by an
agent of an insurance company, who
was present that evening on a city matter. When asked for bis opinion on the
legality of such an act by the council,
he said he agreed with the mayor that
the common councilwas a law by itself,
and that any act of this body promoting
the welfare of the commonwealth was
a praise worthy net and would be sup
ported by the people. “But,” he said,
“there is a strong technical objection
to the move, ns it is not legal to loan
city money to the school hoard, but
is permissibleas long ns it is honest.No
one with any thought upon the subject
could possibly object to the matter.'
Alderman Vander Yen’s question
to why it was illegal to loan city money
was answered by City Attorney
Bride to the effect that it was to pre-

Jump From

119,000 to 1780,000

Cornelius Steffens, who was formerly
one of the Holland boys and the son of
the late Bov. N. M. Steffens, has made
great suecess in conducting the Dubuque German College and Seminary.
Cornelius was at one time “ Printer ’
Devil in the old Holland City Newa
office and later attendedHope’ college
The marvelous MUceess that Mr. Hteffens haa made is given in a story written in the Herald and Presbyter.
His mother Mrs.
Steffensis still
living at 133 W. Ilth street.

N.

The story in the Herald and Prcshvler follows:

In 1902 Hev. Dr. C. M. Steffenscame
began to take a renewed interest in per
sonnl atTairs, his friends and members to the cyMege as its president, and from
of the family welcomed the distinct that time progress has been rapid.
change which it brought about in his When he took charge its assets were
health and spirits.
about $19,000; now they are $780,000.
The news was given out in a brief Then there were four teachers, now
statement, which read:
twenty-one;then there were twenty“The announcementwas made today three students, now 236, representing
of the
— -

min

engagement
...........
of Mrs. in,,
Norman
limn Galt
......

'"iison.”

<)f this eity

and

President

Woodrow

Wilson.”

No word as to plans for the wedding
---------. .
was
said 4a
to be
availablens vet,
but it
generally presumed that Mrs. Galt will
prefer a private wedding in her own
home instead of in the White House.
The niinoiinecmentof the engagement
was generally regarded as a forerunner
of an interestingsocial season for
Washington,with the new first lady
of the land at the head of the receiving line at officialreceptions. The wedding it :s said, will take place before
flic first of the sc-ries of state receptions
and dinners is held.

...

WELL ATTENDED Y. M.

C. A.

MEETING LAST NIGHT.

nationalities.Arrangementsare
bpinK ro*'10 for the enrollment of 300
students in September. It has sightly
ftn'1 romr>*odiousbuildings. To all in(crested a hundred page illustrated
catalogue will be furnished by addressing Dubuque German College and Heminary, Dubuque, In. I have seldom
seen a finer gymnasium,swimming pool
and nil the advantagesof a first-class
T. M. ('. A. for education in business,
even; while, of course, the training of
foreign men, as ministers and missionnries, to uplift and save their brothers,
is kept to the fore. The cost for alt
expenses, lodging, board and tuition is
150 per year, and to theologicalstudents only $129. Thus there is great
need of liberal donations of money, and

the prayers and cooperation of
Christians who love America and

all*
all

their fellow men.
Plans for the Winter'sWork Formed

Result of Frequent Change by tho
Fanners

Last Night.

Mayor.

(Continued on Last Page)

Foot by Interurban.

ALUMNI TO
SMOKER

this
•'

• “

o

Attorney Fred T. «!iles went to Wayland the other day to get damages in
.Judge Sherwood ’ fourt against the
Michigan Railway Co., for the loss of
his brother 's cow. Frod said that hia
brother was leading the cow across the
companiesright of way when an interurban came along at the rate of sixty
miles an hour. The cow was in the way
said Fred mid the interurban car had
no regard for Mrs. Cow but threw her
against two cedar posts break1*011 s chief executive.
"g the posts off close to the ground.
It was Miss Margaret Wilson and her Fred got a judgment of $76 and costa
cmiHin, Miss Bones, who drew Mrs. for his brother.
(•alt into the White House circle. Thev
met her first in the early autumn of MICHIGAN
HOLD
BIO DINN ERTOast year and were so much attracted
MORROW NIGHT.
by her that they sought her out more
and more frequently,and the friendship
Michigan songs, Michigancheers and
between them rapidly ripened i,.to an
affectionateintimacy. Mrs. Galt spent Michigan memories will claim full
n month this summer at Cornish, ns the *way at Hotel Holland Friday evenliouse guest of the president's eldest ing when friends and alumni of tho
daughter.It was through this intimacy University of Michiganwill gather for
linner smoket at 7 o’clock.
of ms daughter and cousin that the
Mr. G. J. Diekemn will be toastmaspresident had an opportunity to meet
ter and the speeches will be informal,
intimately with Mrs. Galt.
One of the interestingfacts about the interspersed with song of the Alma
engagement,indeed, as told by friends, Muter and outbursts of the farnoua

is that the president'sdaughters would
Gentlemen:
Your committee to whom wan referred the have chosen Mrs. Galt for this admira
matter of no arranging the city fund* bn to Mon and friendship before their father
he able to loan to it«e|f out of moneya on did.
hand rather than to borrow outNide,and |>ay
Mrs. Galt is the widow of a well
a rate of interestmuch higher than the city
i* Itself -receivingon it* Nurplua fund*, beg known business manleave to report That we have had the *ame .who died civlit vo,ir.
i?r rontidcralion
under
romideration and arc aatiificd
tatiified that thi* i--,-) i
•
n8°» leaving a
---------- jewelry
business that
that still bears his
ran •
be ---------------properly arranged under the provi*ionN
•' ''USinPSS
of our charter.We therefore recommend no",“ Hhc
u,-~ l--has lived in Washington
that a fund ihall be created to lie known a*
since her marriage, in 1896.
is
the Light DepartmentSpecial Sinking Fund,
and that there lie tranuferred to said fund about 3N years old, and was Miss Edith
from the Light Fund the mint of $25,000.00; Bolling born in WVothville, Vn., where
Hint in the event that the Hoard of Kduration
her girlhood was spent and where her
*ha!l need to borrow any moneya, and there
are money* in the Fund herein created, then father,W. H. Bolling was a prominent
that auch loan tie made from *aid Special lawyer.
Fund at a rate of intereat the aaitie aa i*
For many weeks Mrs. Halt and her
received by the city from the City Depoaitory
Hanka, upon proper certificate* of tndebted- relatives have been frequent dinner
nea* iaaued by the Hoard of Kduration.
guests nt the White House. Often she
Itcapertfully
Mihmittrd,
has accompaniedthe presidenton moto'
P. I’UINH.
rides.

—

-

is completed this stretch of road will
ho the best in Ottawa county.

it

Wil-

•on, the president of the United States,

—

Fairness Helps Credit.

Days.

(

•

$3.50

You can have

FI-

Dyke & losting ,havo finisheiFthe conWorkingmen'i Compensation Act Comes
rrcte road toward** the Getz farm and
Up— Representative Speaks on
Coincident With Engagement President
within a few days the entire length will
Matters Regarding Same
Announces Himself for Suffraga— he hardened onough for traveling.

Holland,Mich.

851 Wealthy St.

Filled with nice clean cotton, large tizea, all

DAUGHTERS.IS
ANCEE

New Companionshipto

prices.

Nice large Comforts from $1.25 to

MRS.

Tbo regular meeting of the Common

have added a complete stock of Comforts and Blankets to
and in order to introduce them we will se«l them at special

We have Blankets from 50c and

COMPLETE. ROAD

NORMAN OALT, DELIGHTFUL QETZ CEMENT ROAD ALL LAID.
COMPANION OF WILSON'S
Will Be Able to Travel Over It Within

MAY LOAN MONEY TO THE
BOARD OF EDUCATION WHEN
HONESTLY DONE

ROY

LE

WED

CITY

Property
See

Comforts and Blankets

A MESSAGE

Enthusiastic crowd of 80 men and
Washington,I). (!., Oct. 7— An
boys mot in the Woman's Literary club
An
official of the Fedival Census Bur
buildir g last night to discuss the prospects and plans for the city Y. M. C. A. cau In discussing the report recently
lilting the winter months. Addresses Issued by the government dealing
and music formed an interestingpro- with, the term of occupancy of farms
gram, and great interestis aroused ir in the United States said: Thi* frethe work. Those who addressed the quency of moving from farm to farm
meeting were Prof. Kleinheksel,;.Rector or Instability of occupancy, very
Holt, John Yandersluis, Jake Lokker, likely forms one of the chief causes
Henry Gcerlings and the new secretary, for tlu» decline of rural prosperity, or
Minor Stegeman. George Hteininger is a hindrance to greater progress.
gave a vocal selection,and a male Frequency of removal of farmers results In general shlftlessmus; tho
quartet took part in the program.
The boys of the city will meet a roads and bridges are generally in a
.

week from Monday night in the High poor conditionbecause of the farmschool Gym. to form classes and organ- ers, moving at frequrnt periods, are
ize. All boys of the city who are in- not particularly Interestedin their
terested in winter athletics are sincere- upkeep. Farm 'buildings on such
farms are not usually kept In good
ly welcome to attend this meeting.
repair, as the farmer who is about

ZWEMER RAISES

FOR MISSIONS IN
Rev. Samuei M.

Zwomer

move will leave the repairs for the
next tenant to make. The same rea»
sons will apply for lack of Interest
by the unstable farmer In the
schools, churches and general welfare of the community. They move
frequently, they do not remain on a
farm long enough to get the brut results from it, consequentlythey are
usually in a poor financial
to

$14,000

of

WEST
Cairo,

Egypt, who has just completed a campaign in the interestsof the Arabian
mission in the west, has secured about
$14,000 of the coveted $25,000. Mr.
Zwemer expects to raise the deficit in
his preesnt campaign in the east.
tion.

4RK

TWO

Holland City Naim
Mr. Henry Van De Velde

as bookkeeper for the

is

employed

B. J. Berg

horst store.
Adrian Roosenraad left Saturday for
Ann Arbor where be will take up a
NOT]
course in Engineering in the University
of Michigan.
Peter Ossewaarde has moved from
Lincoln street into his new residence
on Central avenue.
William Van Ecnennani left SaturZEELAND
day for Ann Arbor where he will take
a course in electrical engineering.
Mr. Jot Pino of Holland made a bu«iThe Rlendon School, of DistrictNo.
new trip to Zeeland las week.
The W-weeks old child of Mr. and 1 is closed on account of the sickness
Mr*. Wiehe Faber of Forest Grove, of the teacher Miss Susie Parm.
Mr. and John Dykhuizen and chilMick, died. The child was one of the
mmmj children in that vicinity who dren of Grand Rapids, motored to Zetland Saturday.
was afflicted with whooping rough.
Mrs. Brieve of Holland visitedwith
Bora to Air. and Mrs. Charles Huiarelativesin Zeeland Saturday.
enga -a girl.

Jacob De Jonge of Grand Rapids

Mrs. Van Kcrsen of Holland was in
spent Sunday and Saturday visiting
the city Friday.
with relativesin this city.
The annual wile of the Ladies Aid soMr. and Mis. J. C. Hoekje of Grand
«ety of the Drenthe church, was held
Haven spent a few days visiting in the
»n the chapel Friday.

^Born to

city.

Mr. and Mrs. P. I)0 Hoop— a

Mr. and Mrs. R. Kremrner of Grand
Rapids visited with relatives in this

Mr. William Kooyers haa^ beta
--

viriiiity Sunday.

•My marshal For the ensuing
ynar. Mr. Leonard Koostra, the ex

Master Donald De Jonge of Grand
Rapids is spending an extended visit
at tbe home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
of oppositionfor the office,but the latBnreman.
ter won out by a vote of 4 to 2.
The Young Ladies' Mission band of
During the past two weeks, three
the Second Reformed church met at the
Vnsrfand farmers have had their live
home of Mrs. J. C. Bowens Tuesday
•lock increased by the birth of twin
evening.
ealveiL Last week R. Van Haitama
A meeting of the patrons of the
asd (1 De Vree reported the birth of
Christian School was held Tuesday evetwia calves, and this week Mr. Henrv
ning at 8 in the chapel of the First
Vaa Haitsninfound his stock increased
Christian Reformed church. The conby twin ealves.
stitutionand by-laws were laid at this
Mias Cornelia Van Voorst, who has
meeting.
beea sirk for several months with apD. C. Ver Hage of Vrietland lost two
pendicitis,has sufficiently recovered
Angers of his left hand Tuesday, when
to be aide to be ont a few hours each
he was running a silo filler machine nt
dar.
marsfasl gave Mr. Kooyers a great deal

Boro fo Mr. and Mrs. George Zuwerink— « boy.
Tbe school Library will bp open evory Tuesday evening from 7 to 8 during tbe winter months.
B**- H. Walkotten of Hudsonville is
in rtrtif* of a call from the church at
Emden, Minn.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. William Lamer
Th« Ladies’ Union of Hudsonville
gave a supper Thursday night at the
i o. a p. Han.
Tbe Work Society of Hudsonville
met at the homo of Mrs. P. Minderhout

his farm.
Mar in us Ensing and Martin Van Zoeren of Vriesland escaped injury Tuesday when the two automobiles collided
at the Beaverdam crossing. Mr. Van
Zoeren was going to Vriesland and was
just at the Beaverdam Crossing, when
Mr. Ensing who was coming from a
northerly direction,collided into his
machine. Both autos were badly wreck
ed and several of the wheels were
crushed to splinters.

-HAMILTON
-o

Thursday evening.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. D. Slikkers— a
Miaa Both Claver, who is a nurse in baby girl, Oet. 5.
Buttenrorth hospital at Grand Rapids,
Miss Jennie Rutgers, of Grand Rappent Thursday visitingwith her par- ids visitedher mother, brother and sis
ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. Claver on East ters for a short time.
Mnia
M.

street.-

Henry .lurries from Holland visited
Karsten returned Thursdav Miss Lena Esaink.
fnm Dntroik with a new Paige £46
Mrs. Ackerman left for Douglas to
Tlw ear wiTT be delivered some time take care of a sick lady.
IT.

tiia week.

l

Grace Rutgers left for Grand RapTie meat markets, barber shops and ids to work.
ItedtanriMishops were elosed Thursday

• aftenaoMi for the last time this season.
Tie put Thursday afternoon holidays
kasw wat with a great deal of ap-

CRISP.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Neinbuis return
ed from a visit with relatives in Grand
Rapids and Muskegon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Van Dyk of Holland spent Sunday with their parents
Mr. and Mrs. A. Arnoldink.
Klaas Knoi died last Saturday morn
ing at his home at Olive Center at the
age of .r)tJyears. Funeral services were
held Tuesday at 1 o’clock at the house

provaL
Mr. and Mrs. John Haan motored to
* Orawi Rapids Thursday.
lawrence Klamer • lost a valuable
v bacae by death Thursday.
Tie pupils of the grammer grades de
featei tie Freshmen of Zeeland High
• aehool By a score of 24-8. The batter
ieawam fiir tie fraahmen, Boonstra and
•FaaJenflosc^;jfsu firvics, Meeboer and and nt l:.tO at Olive Center schoolfmmim Wieda The Freshmen iia\je house.
Rev. H. J. Mulder of Muskegon de
loaf une and won one and the tie will
be played off tonight.
dined the call to the Crisp church.
Mr. Dick Brat was pleasantly surWaiter Van Haitsnin,Gerrit Wynganfeit, and John Rookus have return- prised nt his home last Wednesday eveed from a stay at Coopersville,where ning by a large number of young peotber were employed in digging tile ple. He was presentedwith u tine
with the Van Haitsma Tile Digging Morris chair as a token of esteem for
wo the work Mr. Brat has done for the
Mr. and Mrs. Milan Huyaer and Mr. Young People’s society as vice presiand Mrs. Arnold Rarens motored to lent. The evening was pleasantlyspent
Vraarf Haven Thursday.
with recitations and games, and refreshE. OL Williams,an aviator of nation- ments were served.
al refaitation has been engaged by the
Mr. and Mrs. John Rozema of Holbasinets men to make six flights on land spent Sunday with their parents,
Oet. T and .8, the dates of the Zeeland Mr. and Mrs. I). Arens.
Home Coining. Mr. Williams gave Mr. Ben Zendering of Grand Haven,
aeveral splendid exhibitions nt the visited relativesin this vicinity Sun-

Ok

Michigan State Fair this year and also
at tbe Wisconsin State fair.
The eighth grade of the Zeeland Publie school las had a jierfect attendance
the pm* week from September 27 to
Oet. 2. This is a remarkable record for
the grade, which contain twentv-eight
pupik.

The High school chorus spends a half
an boar oacb Tuesday and Thursday in
chorus work. The chorus will soon com
mce work on a cantata.
Mr. sad Mrs. Isaac Elenbas of Grand
Baphb motored to Zeeland and spent
tbe day visiting with Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Dykhuis of Rorculo.
The Jolly Ten club dedicated the new
remdeoce of Mr. and Mrs. ohn Houma,
Tuesday afternoon.
All of the local factories are putting
in extra hours of work, in order that
the maptuyees may have today and tooiormw off for Homecoming.
Mr. Ralph Tromp of Holland made a
borincm trip to Zeeland Monday.
Mra. Kate Whipple of Hudsonville
Union of Hud-

will entertainthe Ladies
sod xi lie this afternoon.

Mr. William De Jonge made a business trip to Grand Rapids Monday.
Tie monthly |»oultry meeting of the

Zeeland Poultry association was

.

ZEELAND CORRESPONDENT OITE8
A RESUME OF THE DOINGS TO
TAKE PLACE AT ZEELAND

noon of the second day. This will also
be one of the main attractions.
There will be many minor free at
tractions,and it is assured that there
will not be a. dull moment during the
entire festival. It has oeen arranged to
Today la Farmers' Day— Aeroplane give free hot coffee and buns to the
Flights and Band Concerts; Toguests. Stands at which these may be
secured will be found at the city park.
morrow Big AutomobileRaces
Free rest rooms have been provided for
the
ladies and lady attendants will be
Everythingis in readinessfor the
Zeeland Homecoming and Fall Festival present to assist in the care of children
which is being staged in Zeelaud today The location of these rooms can be
and tomorrow. The weather is the only learned by inquiring at the information
thing that can hinder these from bureau which will be located two doors
being two of the biggest days west of the Zeeland Light and Water
Zeeland has ever witnessed in its his- plant. This will also be the executive
tory. There are several reasons why the committee’sheadquarters. The Scouts
fall festival will be bigger and will act ns a walking information bubetter than ever. Most of the members reau. Free checking rooms have also

--

AL MEETING.

The II. 0. H. Concordia held its an
mini meeting Oct. 1, 1R1.I in Odd Fel
low Hall. The following officers were
elected:
Treas.— Alexander Van Zanten.
Trustees— Frank Brieve and Peter
Brink.
The treasurer reported 297 members
in good standing and during the past
year paid out for sick and funeral
benefits,

1800.

Owing to

the many privileges, injured or sick members are deprived of the
society has purchased a wheel chair to
enable such members to get out and
enjoy fresh air.
Since the organization of this society the Holland language has been
used exclusively,but for the benefit of
those who ate not ab/e to speak or understand the Holland language the English language may be used and the
constitutionand by laws as well as application blanks will be printed in
both the English and Holland language.
After the transaction of business a
smoker was enjoyed and three applications for membership received. The
expense of joining is only nominal, $2
for initiationfee and .r»0c per month

equal Oil Meal

41.00

.....

Thoi. Klomparcnak Oo.
The petitionersask that tlje name of
Holland township still be retained by
......... ^
........... 112.00
one portion of the present tract and
that some other suitablename be given 8»r*w ...........................0.00
the new township. A name suggested
Molenaar ft De Goed
which has been taken up with instantaneous approval among the people of
*••1 .............................
1 .12
that district is “Van Raalte township" fluter, creamery ...................
jf
Bntter,
dairy
......................
22-24
The Rev. A. C. Van Raalte was the
Bret .........................V 10
founder of Holland city and it was on ““‘ton ...........................
..

Black lake he landed in 1847. Later he Spring Lamb ....................... ..
founded a church and preached from its Spring chicken, 2-lb. weight .......... 12
20
pulpit for years. Then he founded Hol- 5"' ..............................
land academy, now Hope College. In
1896 he died in Holland and was buried a short distance from the log
church. It is very probablethat the
new township if allowed,will be named
of last year’s eommitteesare serving been provided. A dandy Saxon run- Van Raalte.
PLENTY MORE LIKE THIS IN HOLagain this year, and their experience about will be given away free to a
LAND
club of 400 members, by the Zeeland HOPE DEBATING LEAGUE
has aided them a great deal in chosing
Art Gallery.
Scores of Holland people car. tell you
the features which were most reapon
PREPABES FOR CONTESTS
about Doan’s Kidney Pills. Many a
aible for last year 's success, and also in
elimtnating any objectionable features OVER FOUR HUNDRED STUDENTS
Theodore Elferdinkof this city, a happy citizen makes a public statement
such as were noticed in last venr’s fesGATHER IN CARNEGIE GYM- senior student has been elected presi- of his experience. Here is a case of it.
tival. The various committees have had
dent of the Hope College Debating What better proof of merit can Be had
NASIUM AT Y. M. C. A. AND
a great deal of time in which to make
League. Herman Mnnsen of Maurice, la. than such an endorsementf
preparations and to do their advertisY. W. C. A. MEET
has been elected secretary and Martin
Mrs. L. Gaze, 91W. Eighth street,
ing. Then also they have not been ham
E. Flipse of Holland, treasurer.Correpored by lack of financialsupport.
spondencehas been started with Alma Holland, says: "Pains in my kidneys
There will be somethingdoing every Program of Addressesand Muaic Was and Olivet colleges in the first league and lameness across my loins made it
minute from morning till night. Zee
Enjoyed By All— Best Meeting
and with Kalamazoo and Hillsdalecol- hard for me to straighten after stoopland will be host for a few days
Ever Held of Its Kind
leges in the second league for the an ing. I also had trouble from the kidto all /who wish to enjoy a day or
nual debates in 1916.
ney secretions. Two boxes of Doan's
two of clean sport, to renew old ae
The Young Men’s and Young Worn
quamtances and make new ones; to an's Christian Associations’ joint reKidney Pills removed the backache, corHOLLAND CITY MARHETS
reap the benefit from other people’s ception held Tuesday evening at Carrected the kidney weakness and benefitBeach Milling Co.)
experiences in various lines of indus- negie Gymnasium was the best ever
ed me in every way." (Statement given
Buying Price p*-r Ruahel of Grain
try, and to give others the benefit of held iu the history of the Institution, a
May 11th, 1909.)
n., e-Kieno.e!*Zeeland ’a Ottawa little over four bund. ed students being Wheat, white ........
..... 95
OVER TWO YEARS LATER, Mrs.
uaml will furnish music and lots of it gathered in the large auditorium.After Wheat, red ..........
for the two days. The band has put in’ a “get acquainted"hour and a merry
................
':?2 Gaze said: “I have enjoyed almost com
----- 29 37
a good deal of practice and so will be and happy handshake, the company New Oats ...........
Old Oats .............
..... 45 plete freedom from kidney troublesince
equal to the occasion. The services of seated themselves and listened to the Corn ................
..... 78 I used Dosn’s Kidney Pills. I take
another band, have been secured to aid following program: Opening remarks, St. Car Feed ........
.. 32 00
---- 32.00 them occasionallyas a preventative."
the local boys in furnishing the music. by the chairman of the Social commit- Cracked Corn ........
Screening* ...........
... 25.00
Price 50c at nil dealers. Don’t simA special feature of the musical pro- tee, Tony Van West en berg. Prayer, by Low Grade ..........
. 38.00
gram will be a concert to be given bv George Steininger,president of the Y. Corn Meal ..........
kidney remedy— get
.... 32.00 ply ask for
the (.rand Rapids Newsboy bond nt 8 M. C. A.; piano solo, by Prof Arthur Cotton Seed Meal....
..... 34.00
Doan’s Kidney Pills— the same that
Middling* ............
...
32.00
p clock tomorrow night. This organ Heusinkveld; short address,by State Y. Hran ................
... 25.00 Mrs. Gazo had. Foster-Milburn Co.,
ization is one of the best in the state M. C. A. Secretary Johnson. The latter No. 1 Feed ..........
..... 32.00
Props.,Buffalo, N. Y.— Adv.
aud lovers of band music will be given spoke of the strong spirit of democracy

Case . After Case

.

.

NpW8ho.vs bring that existed nt Hope College,the like
of which he had not experienced at any
A large Industrialparade took place other college. He touched upon the fact
ten o’clock this morning. All that one went to college to work, hot to
were represented in this parade by bluff the way, and that the college
Moats. The Boy Scouts were represent- should leave its trademark,a mark
ed in the parade by n float which dem- that should be borne proudly, and one
onstrated what the Boy Scout Move that was not erasable.
meat stands for, and what it is doing
“The Y. M. and Y. W. C. A., are the
for the boys, morally, phvsicallvand greatest student organizationsin Amermentally. The local Celery Growers as ica today. In Michigan alone there
sociation has also made arrangementsare three thousand active members;
o enter a float. Suitable prizes will there are six hundred thousand in
»>e given to the best float in this parade
North America and one million in the
ns well as in the auto parade on the entire world. What a mighty organizasecond day at ten o’clock.Over a hun tion that is, all united in spirit and
dred and thirty gorgeously decorated working for the same general end. Toautomobiles will carry the six hundred day there are one hundred twenty-sevand fifty school children in the parade. en Y. M. C. A. secretariesof America
Although the Express Cart parade may working in the prison camps of Europe,
seem to be a minor incident, it will giving cheer and comfort to the sick
prove to be as great a success as last and the wounded and breaking the teryear. It will be remembered that one rible monotony of the prisoners that
or. two of the entries drew state wide are forced to remain idle from day to
recognition. A few of the Bov Scouts day. To carry on this great work, you
will give a good exhibition 'of their must all prepare yourselves, so that
ability in manual training,when their when your opportunity comes, you may
express cart appears in the parade.
be ready to obey the call. And rememThe agriculturaldisplay which proved ber to prepare while vou are at colsuch a great success last vear, will lege."
again feature this year. The display
Double quartette by the Y. W. C. A.
is held in Wyngarden’s Hall. Over girls. Remarks by Prof. Kleinheksel.He
one hundred dollars will be awarded ii dwelt for a while upon the time that he
prizes for the best samples and displays was in collegeand told of the pleasure
<»f frrts, flowers, vegetables,etc. The that such a gathering as that of last
first picinhun will be $1.00 and the sec- evening would have given to the old
omt.pi- '•••utn, 50c. An interestingfea presidents of the institution:Dr.
ture of the agriculturaldisplays is Phelps, Dr. Scott and Dr. Kollen. He
the exh.h t of the Western Michigan also honored the state secretary by
Development Bureau. This exhibit saying that it was partiallydue to his
was shown at the West MichiganState work that The Christian Association
fair, and shows the agriculturalpossi- was so thriving nt Hope college, saying
bilities of Western Michigan, provided that every time Mr. Johnson came to
that modern, up-to date methods are make a visit, the student body reemployed in farming. Mr. J. I. Gibson ceived now encouragenienj and new enwill have charge of this exhibit and thusiasm. Prof. Kleinheksel loves to
will speak on topics that are of interest tell of times gone by and he must
to farmers. Another interestingfeature have touched a sentimental chord in
will be the display shown bv Kent the heart of each student present when
county Expert, J. II. Skinner, who will he told of the fact that he was the only
demonstratewhat he has been able to living man today who was personally
Hie'iV

.

a

band^ When ’the

day.
Rev. Bolt of Graafsehapwill occupy
the pulpit at the Crisp church next Sun- accomplishby using modern farming
day.
z methods. Mr. Skinner will illustrate
his talks on live farming topics, by
o
means of lantern slides. This promises
H. 0. H. CONCORDIA HOLDS ANNUto be very interesting.Besides Messrs.

-

an

portion slightly more than
half.

BigBargains

in

Real Estate

Buy Property Now While
Can Be Bought Right
20 ACRES.

Farm, only

road. Good mixed soil.

4 miles

from

It

this city,

Fair buildings. Good water.

............................................ $1,550

60 AORESi

10 miles N. E. of

Holland, near small vil-

rood. Good black soil. Fine modern house.

lage, on stone

Large bam, silo and other outbuildings. Would exchange
farm nearer city, dr sell for..' ............. $5,600

for small

80 ACRES.
loam soil.

1

Dorr. Mixed clay and sandy

mile from

6 acres of

timber- Good large buildings Only

.................. ........................... $5,200

ACRES.

122

80

improved. All

kinds of timber. Good

heavy sandy loam soil. Excellent buildings. Located 2
miles from

Dutton. Only 6

miles from Grand Rapids.

.................... ...................... $10,000
’

160

ACRES.

line

All

black

muck.

good

1 mile

soil,

north of Moline, near interurban

mostly heavy clay loam, and some good

Excellent buildings. Price

.....

. -

interest.-

There

-$15,000

THE ABOVE ARE ONLY SAMPLES
ASK FOR COMPLETE LIST

JOHN WEERSING
Real Estate and Insurance

Holland, Mich.

acquainted with and who had personally
talked and shaken hands with every
graduate of the institution.“And I
know,’’ said he, “that all these graduates would love to be here tonight.
Skinner and Gibson, tbe Hon. G. J. Those sons of Hope who have gone beDiekema and State Representative Me fore you are holding their own in all
Laughlin of Muskegon will speak on parts of the world and against all com-,
subjects of mutual interestto farmers. petition, no matter In what field or
Announcements will be made from time what line of work. In my imagination
to time ns to when and where the speak- I ran see everyone of them, a success in
ing will take place.
life, and what a grand vision it is.
In order that those who desire to do Could I but have the same vision of the
so, may combine business with pleasure, future, a vision of you and those who
an opporunity is given the farmer will follow you, at your work!"
to dispose of anythingthey may wish
Vocal solo, by Teunis Prins. After
to sell. A competentforce of auction- this fine program, many of the numbers
eers will be on band to conduct the sal- being encored, the company broke up
es. Their services are free. This into social groups, and each group in
auction will be one of the features of turn were served with light refreshthis year’s program.
ments consisting of cake and ennteThe committeeon sports has arrang loupe sundaes. After the refreshments
ed a program of sports at 1 p. m. each the college song was sung and the merday. There will be horse races, bicycle ry party left by twos and three,* Rome
races, milk bottle races, baby contests to remember it ns the first reception
old fashioned greased pig contests, tugs that they had ever attended and others
of war, fat mens’ race, -fat womens’ to remember it as th« best.
race, wheelbarrowrace, and other
sports. The horse races promises to be

of more than usual

on main

<1

FOR SECOND TIME PETITION FOR

will be a 2:30 trot, running races, a
DIVISION OF HOLLAND TOWNbold Wednesday evening at 7:.’I0 in the
novelty city race, and a green horse
city hafL
SHIP IS PRESENTED
race. The races will be open to all, who
Min Tewie Luidcns the principalof
may wish to make entries and liberal
tbe Christian school, will engage an
purses awarded to winners. The baby
Board of SupervisorsHave Question
MBiUnC primary teacher to help take
contest will be similar to last year’s
Ready for Them; Second Attempt
charge- of tbe childrenin the grades.
and an order for a .f.l.OO a dozen set of
assessments...
In Two Years
photographs
given
to
the
parents
of
the
The Smrior class of Zeeland High
prettiest baby.
ehoo! gave their first monthly proGETTING WIDE There will be a base ball tournament Before the board of supervisors in
gram Wednesday morning. The pro- GETZ’
each day at 3, between Holland and their next meeting a petition for the
gram consistedof musical numbers
PUBLICITY
Zeeland. Should it be necessary to stage division of Holland townshipinto two
readings and selections of different
a third game to decide the winner of townships will be presented. All legallinda
Used By CartoonistSmith In
the series, another game will be played ities have been completed and filed with
Imiac Kouw of Holland was in the
later. Zeeland and Holland have play- County Clerk Jacob Glerum.
Yak”
Picture
in
Chicago
sity on business Monday.
ed some very interesting games this
Two years ago there was a movement
E. O. Williams, the aviator who will
Tribune
season, and the tournamentwill be one started in which a division of Holland
make sereral flights during homecomof the main features of the Homecom- townshipwas the en«j desired.At that
ing, bus arrived with his large byplane.
A good many Holland people who ing.
time the petitionersdid not make the
TTs*re wifi lie a meeting of the Young take the Hunday Chicago Tribune, were
The baseball grounds will
the proper steps and the matter was temLadies' mission society of the Second surprisedto see in the “Old Doc YakM
place from which 0. E. Williams, an porarily dropped. Within the last few
Reformed church at the home of Mrs. jabs the Getz farm mentioned. The
aviator of national reputation,will months another agitation has been
J. J. Bowens on West Main street.
joke pictured is a young inquisitive stu- make two to three flights a day. Mr. aroused.
H. IL Mulder, the local scout master dent asking “Doc" pointed questions.
Williams has made hundreds of successThe line of proposed division runs
who ie at present taking a course in The one about Getz reads as follows:
ful flights and gave exhibitionsat the north ami south through the present
maonaf training and physical cultureat
Papah, I was thinking the other MichiganState fair at Detroit, the Wis township parallel to the west boundary
tbe Kalamazoo Normal, will be unable day about all the little flies. Where
consin state fair at Milwaukee and nu- and between sections 1 and 0. This is
fo take charge of the scouts during to they go in the winterf”
merous other fqirs. Mr. Williamshas the county divisionof the township inthe two days of Home coming. This
Says Old Doc— “Oh they just fly ____
___
____
..vw ...
had _
a _good
deal __
of v-r.
experience
in aero- to towns north rage 15 and 16 west.
will probably do uwuy with the big exaway, I suppose.^ Some go to Florida, planing and the crowds will nqt be dis- The whole of Holland township comprishibition which the Scouts were» iiMMiint
invited some up to Getz s farm, gome go down appointed as they were last year when
es more than one and one half towns.
fuihro.
I*0
lno flights were made before the after- The proposeddivision leaves the east
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BTAlEB McCOY, WHO FIGURED IN DREDGE GEN. MEADE TO WORK GRAND HAVEN THE ABODE OF A
ONCE BEAUTIFUL INDIAN
ON LAKE ERIE
MURDER OF HUMPHREY JACKGRAVE YARD
MAN, DIES AT GEORGETOWN
Harbor Work on East Shore Completed
.
HOME
Historic Battle Point Is F.o sting Place
!

,

Great Removal Sale

f
For Hundreds of a Vanishing
The death in Georgetownon Tuesday The dredge Gen. Meade finished a
Race
of last week of States McCoy, recalls short job at Frankfortlast week and
one of the most sensational murder is now working at Charlevoix where Grand Haven Tribune
trials in the criminal annals of Ottawa there is but a small amount of work to
Many people who reside here do not
county. Mr.‘ McCoy had not been in do. With the exception of some dredg- know that at Hattie Point, a few miles
ing
to
be
done
at
Ludington
during
the
the best of health for a number of
up the river and past Spring Lake, is
years but his death was unexpected. month of December, the Gen. Meade
has now nauDM
finished .n
all me
the harbors
i.»ruor» on
o,. the
ol'1 ’“f!"
‘f “
He was 51 years of age, was born in na,
?“'! lMul'ful “ burml b ace M
the neighborhoodwhere he died and east .bore ineluding Holland, and will
where he had spent his entire life.
leave in a few diva for Lake Erie
i '
, i l
where the big dredge will be en- * J. H. Barnea, who now realdea In Lo.
Fifteen years ago the coming last
Angeles, once wrote h story of this
day of December,Humphrey Jackman, gaged in harbor work until about old burial ground and it is well worth
have leased the store building formerly occupied by the John Oxner Furniture
a young farm hand, was found dead Christmas.This is the first time since republishingStore.
have for a number of years been looking for a larger building to take
behind the stall of a mare in the stable the Gen. Meade came to the east shore
*On old historicBattle Point, rapt
of States McCoy on the later’s George- of Lake Michigan that work has been
in their long slumberslie the braves
care of our large and growing trade.
will occupy the two floors and basement,
town farm. A crushed skull was the ennght up with on the east shore har- and their families, the dead of a once
cause of death and because of t,ho posi- bors to such an extent that the boat
,thus giving us ample room to display our large and up-to-date stock of Wall Paper,
powerful race. Years ago their graves
tion in which the body was found it could be spared for service on another
were neatly kept and loving hands
Paints, Brushes, Window Shades, Painter's Supplies, Mouldings, etc.
was at first generally believed that lake. The Gen. Meade is the property planted flowersupon them and built on
Jackman had been kicked to death by of the various harbors along the east each grave a tiny house with a door,
shore of Lake Michigan and up to the
the old mare.
where they placed their choicest of
Expect to be Located in our
Quarters by Nov. 1st, 1915
Hut there were suspicionsamong the present time has been used exclusively
viands for the wanderingsouls on their
neighboring farmers. There were loud by these harbors.
way to the “happy hunting grounds.”
To the crew of the Milwaukee coast
whisperings that Bert Tibbetts, also a
:
Now all that murks the place* of
young man, a neighbor, a close friend guard station belong the credit of or- their last sleep is a few scattered
of the Me Coy family and a country ganizing the first “communitymess’
boards. Over tly* tiny mounds the
• Before we move we will give the people of Holland and vicinity the'
dandy, might know something about ever operated in a life saving station spider lily waves its blu$ flowers and
the death of his supposed friend, Hump on the great lakes. Their plan,
they ever heard of. Our entire stock will be placed on sale at strictly
the wild apple and grape have formed
which provides that the wives of the
Jackman.
n tangled growth that have choked
cost prices. You will realize that it means an enormous expense to move this large
Nothing was done for several days. married members shall take turns cook- the oneb neatly kept paths and make
The body of Jackman was taken to the ing the provisions,for which the whole
progress through them almost imposstock, and by giving our customers the benefit of buying at cost and eliminate the ex*
McCoy home and prepared for burial. crew pays, was inaugurated this sum- sible. On tbe one side waving grain
Bert Tibbetts was one of the young mer, and according!o the men, has fields extend to the very edge of the
pense of moving same, you can see plainly why we have this sale.
men of the neighborhoodwho sat up worked out most successfully.
burving ground, on tbe other side rolls
Of the eight men stationed at Jones
with the remains. He evinced sorrow
the blue Grand, the “long” river they
at the death of his friend and was one island, four are married. The wife of
loved m> well.
one
of
the
four
spends
n
month
on
the
of the pall bearers at the burial.
“All through the tong summer it
But the suspicions of the neighbors island cooking nil the meals for the
sings to them of the past. Of the days
would not down. Henry Dyjthuis, of crew. For this service she receives when the wild deer drank its water in
this
in scity, had just taken the office
^ of“ dm
salary
n ^ in
•• **'•'***•''••
addition to
v' ••vs
her board
**»»••*• and
the dusk of even time, when the mighty
sheriff, for the time when the sheriff’slodging. The expense is equally divid
sturgeonleaped into the sunlight or
office shifted from Frank Van Ry, of.ed among the eight sailors. At the
tasked their brawny arms to land him.
lend of a month she is relieved by one
this city, to Dykhuis.
When the whole world about them was
SheriffDykhuia at first was inclined of the other wives.
hushed, save when the bloody war cry
to believethat Jackman had been kickAt present there are two women on told of the approach of death, or the
ed to death by tbe old mare, but finally the island, Mrs. Charles W. Long and
panther’s wild scream awoke the forbe too, became suspicious and he en- Mrs. H. J. Coullard. A complete and
ests echoes.
listed the help of Detective Jakeway, very convenient kitchen has been fitted
Oil Shades ..............^
30c each
“Looking over their rude burying
at that time one of the cleverest men up for their use, immediatelyin the
place and away over the rolling hills
Prices All Marked Per Double Roll
on the Grand Rapids police force.
Water colors ............... --20c each
rear of the quarters of Capt. and Mrs.
and grass lands one can but feci the
The officers wove around Bert Tib- Ingar Olsen. There they cook three utter lonelinessand despair that must
bets a web of circumstantial evidence meals a day for their eight “star”
tear the hearts of those of the tribe
that the young man could not break boarders.They are to be relieved in
left when they stand upon that sacred
Genuine Scotch Non-fading
down. His arrest and trial followed. the near future.
spot and view the changes all about
Tbe trial was extremely sensational.
During their stay on the island the them. The green fields, the orchards,
30 in. wide, all colors, reg. price 75c,
The evidence, while strong, was en- women
________are
_____
____ royally
____ v by
__ the
_________
treated
crew. the low of the cattle, all in exchange
tirely circumstantial and the hundreds They have opportunityto watch the
sale
40c
for the birch canoe and tomahawk, for
of people who flockedto the court ro<fm |nien in their daily drills and are given
the wild free happy life of long ago. If
daily were mostly for Tibbetts. His frP0 nde* on the river and bay. Rig
there still remains one to sometimes
conviction came like a thunderbolt for freigj,ter and passenger boats continucomo with an offering to the silent
he was found guilty of first degree nlly pass close by the station. They dead, I can imagine the old broken soul
Figured Oatmeal in Stripes
murder. P. H. McBride of Holland |are ni,,o allowed to inspect the machin- kneelingamong the graves and imwas the prosecuting attorneyand he Prv amj t,0nts used by the crew in i^s- ploring the great “Manitou” to bear
All colors, reg. price. 60 to 80c, sale price 35c
was assistedin the prosecution by the C„P WOrk.
bis weary, homesick spirit lo the happy
late George A. Farr, who made an im- 1 ••i„ fact, their stay out herein more
hunting grounds.”
pensioned plea to the jury for a verdict •,,» the nature of an outing than anyo
pure, the best paints
Nice Varnished Gold Parlor
of
thing else,” remarked one of the men.
AFTER
BEING
PROTECTED
BY
During tbe trial one of Tibbetts We pay them for their services, and
LAW, FOX SQUIRRELS ARE
with 9 and 18 in. border in rich color,
strongest supporters and witnesses for |tbey get their board, too. They stay
the defense was states McCoy.
on the island throughout the
NOW IN ABUNDANCE.
reg. price 35 to 50c, sale price
- 25c
Regular price $2.10 per gallon
believed implicitlyin the innocense of month. Then it gives them a chance

—

Bert Slagh Stock
80 £2. Ei^tLttL St.
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Sale

»

Full

Window Shades

Wall Paper

—

Oatmeal

price

Framed and un-

All

....

__

Blast

framed pictures
one-half price

|

Monarch Paints

conviction.

1

his friend,

-

I

100$

Paper

1 •

McCoy
Bert Tibbetts. to be with their husbands,

made

too.

But no sooner had Tibbetts been con- 1 :\Jntil this summer the men took
victed than he broke down in his cell their meals at n boarding house several
in the county jail, admitted his guilt, r0(jB from thP station. This plan, they
told of the crime in every detail, where BaV) wa9 n,ore expensiveand, on the
the wrench could be found with which y^ole, not as satisfactory aa tbe prebe had murdered Jackman, and then vailing arrangement. At present the
attempted to fasten the crime upon fn0(| jg an home cooked and of a high
Statea McCoy as an accessory. |grnd£ Each man received from the
Tibbetts was sent to Jackson peni- governmentthirty cents a day for mess,
tentiary for life. McCoy was arrested The cook has nearly $17 a week to
for first degree murder and Tibbetts gj^nd. At the end of the week she
was brought back from Jackson to tes- jurnfl 0VPr her accounts to tbe men
tify against him. But by this time the anjj the amount is divided by eight, the
blackheartedness of Tibbetts and his mpn paying equal shares.— Mrhvnukce
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SEVERAL OLD AND YOUNG ONES
WERE SEEN AROUND
ALLEGAN.
Many
late to

1

in rich Blue,

persons have been heard of
remark about the increasing

1

¥\

1

-

Dm

Grey, Pink and White,

price

\

•

reg.

- -

price 35c, sale
20c
number of fox squirrelsin the country
surrounding Allegan. There is no
doubt about it. The law, pretty well
enforcedseveral years, has protected
Priced Gilts
these beautiful animals and made possible the increase, which delightsmany
9 and 18 in. border, all latest colors, reg.
people. It is a pity that they are ever
price 20 to 30c, sale price - 12 and 18c
killed, for, besides being a delight to
the eye and easily domesticated, they
murderous propensities were generally gpntincl.
Cat Oat Borders at one half price
known, and the trial of McCoy, also j Even into houses carefully fitted are not good to eat unless cooked with
great care. A rabbit gives as much
sensational,resulted in a speedy ver- wjfh netting and screens a few flies
food as two or three fox squirrels and
diet of acqmittal. Walter I. Lillie de- ang
and mosquitoes find their way and seem
of very much better quality. In many
fended McCoy and made a grand fight to have a most unpleasanthabit of
Paper in Stripes
parts of the city these graceful fellows
for his client.
turning up at night in the bedrooms.
have
been
seen
recently.
Residents
But the trial nearly broke McCoy. To “swat” the insect is to hang up its
Neat and snappy, and figured patterns in
HU health, spirit and his finances were unsightly corpse on the wall or to leave in the neighborhoodof the brickyard,
and the fairgrounds see them often
wrecked.
an objectionablestain. Moreover,
all the latest colors, reg. price 18, 20
For many years now little has been they seem wary enough not to light on nnd during the post two weeks a lino
specimen
with
a
bush
tail os long as
and 25c. sale price
10 and 15c
heard of States Me Coy. He has been any spot where they can conveniently
his body has fed nnd played every
conducting Vis farm in Georgetown lie “swatted.”
morning in the vicinity of the Dawson
Cut Out Borders at one half price
and oiTt
occasionally
linn
nniunauj a string butcher busionsequeimy h
.>cw York
i urn man
mun has
ims
Consequently
a New
school building. Workmen of the
ness. He bore the reputation of being pUt ),js vacuum cleaner and phonograph
Blood Bros. Machine company noticed
scrupulously
(horn to the task of catching restless
an old squirrel nnd three young ones
But the tragedy in the life of States qjps an(j mosquitoes.The phonograph
Varied Class of Papers
McCoy had really left him a wrecked },orn ,a attached to the end of the early in the summer and by feeding
them nnd being very careful they lateman and he was never the same after |hosp iea^jng fr0ni the electric vacuum
in all colors, can be used for parlor, sittly were aide to walk very close to
the Jackman
cleaner and the motor is started. With
them. They have become very tame
One of the strongest believersin the ^-18 apparatus flies and mosquitoes can
ing room, dining room or in fact any
The might-have-been- expected happeninnocence of States McCoy in his trou- '}l0 ,.anght on the wing in less time than
ed one Sunday. Hunters killed them,
room in the house, different patterns,
bles was Cornelius
Mr. ----Andre jn^pa to, tell of it, for when the not only violatingthe law, but shooting
was a deputy sheriff in those (Jays and mouth of the horn is brought close to
reg. price 15 to 18c, sale price
10c
what had become pets. Everyone who
his clever work did much towards con- the insect the strong current of air
livs or drives in the country surroundtributing to the conviction of the mur- sucks it down the tube to captivity in
Plain and Cat Out Borders at one half price
ing Allegan knows that the squirrels
derer, Bert Tibbetts. But Mr. Andre the cleaner.
are increasing. They are often seen
never did believe that States McCoy
these davs crossing the highways or in
had anything to do with the murder
nnd he is just as strong in his belief SAMUEL M. ZWEMER EDITS BOOK the edge of the woods. It would seem
Kitchen and
that the beech woods are again to hold
today as he was then.
ON “CHILDHOOD IN THE MOS- plenty of squirrels. The writer reMr. Andre was in the city recently
A nice line in light and dark colors, both
LEM WORLD.”
members seeing 21 fine ones one evennnd he said that he will always believe
ing not a great many years ago lying
figured and stripes, reg. price 10c, 12c
that States Me Cot was the victim of a
on the floor of the City hotel. They
dirty
WUl
Be On Sale at the Fris News had been killed by two men that day
and 14c, sale
8c
The McCoy family is one of the oldint he Jewett woods north of Allegan.
Stand
est in their section of Georgetown.
would be a great pleasure to most
Borders at one half price
They have resided there for many
people to have them plentiful again
The book written by Samuel M.
years. States McCoy has always been
and to have them protected by law inlooked upon as tbe lender of the broth- Zwcmer, missionary in Egypt, entitled

Holland Nixed Paint
Strictly pure Paint

Medium

Regular price $1.85 per

gaTlofi

Sale Price $1.50 per gal.

j

Bedroom

«

-

Senour’s Floor Paint
The

oldest

-

and beat Floor Paint on
the market

Regular price $1.65 per gallon

v.

’honest.

Sale Price $1.35 per gal.
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^
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murder.

|

Andre.
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Bedroom Paper

deal.
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.

price

.

Childhoodin the Moslem World,”
ers. He was industriousnnd steady
was on sale Saturday for the first
nnd his neighbors liked him.
Bert Tibbetts is still in Jackson time. The book is beautifully illusprison serving his life sentence.
trated and bound in cloth.
Thursday afternoon funeral •ervices This is not a book for children,but
-were held' from tbe late borne in about children- It could not be a
Georgetown with burial in the Grand- book for them, because it deals faithfully and fearlessly with real condiville cemetery.
tions as observed by eye-witnesses in
o
ADULT BIBLE CLASS MEETS AT many lands.

- --

THE HOME OF PETER
SCHOON.

Mohammedan childhood. The illustrations, made from
It is a plea for

definatcly.

Plain White Blank Paper

o

BIRTHS IN STATE FAR EXCEED
THE DEATHS

A large quantity in
18

There were 2,959 deaths reported to
the departmentof State as having occured during the month of August.
This number corresponds to
This
to^ an annual
death rate
rate ot 1J5 per 1,000 estimated

-

in.

all

All standard
$3.50 per

$3.00
$2.50
$2.00
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“

gal., sale
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price—
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makes
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$2.50
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2.00
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50
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Plastico Kalsomine
All Colors
Regular Price 8c a pound

colors with 9 and

border, reg. price 8-10, sale price 5c

All Varnished Tile Paper

Sale Price 6c a

pound

Step Ladders

population.

By ages there were 560 deaths of
remarkablecollection of photographs, infants under one year of age; 169
are profuse and of splendid quality.
deaths of children aged one to four
The regular meeting of the Men's The claims of millions of childrenliv- years, both inclusive; 869 deaths of
Adult Bible class of the 14th 8t. Chris- ing nnd dying under the blighting in- elderly persons aged 65 or over.
tian Ref. church was held Thursday fluence of Islam are set forth with
Importantcauses of deaths were ns
evening at tho home of the teacher. graphic fidelity. Both in text and ill follows: Tuberculosis of lungs, 209;
ustrations,
Dr.
Zwemer’s
new
book
cov
Mr. Peter Schoon, on West Sixteenth
other tuberculosis,47; typhoid fever
street. The meeting, was first ad- era much ground hitherto lying un 22; diptheria nnd croup, 23; scarlet fetouched
in
Mohammedan
literature.
dressed by Mr. Schoon, and then an inver, 4: measles, 7; whoooping cough,
o
teresting program followed,different
27; pneumonia,76; diarrhea, 113; men- 1
members of the class taking part.
COLLEGE
BOOK ingitis, 14; influenza,2; cancer, 174;
P Dalmnn gave a fenor solo, and was
AGENCY HAS GOOD START
violence,242.
followed by several violin selections
There were 6,771, births reported to
by Edward Rotman, a reading, given
The Hope College Text Book Agency the Department as having occurred
by E. Heeringa,was followedby a
composed of Max Reece as president during the month of August. This numshort talk bv C. Kalkman on the suband G. Marvin Brouwer as janitor, for ber corresponds to an annual birth
ject of “Bible Study.” A number of
the first time tried out at Hope this rate of 26.2 per 1,000 estimated populaduets were sung by P. Dalman and J.
year,
has passed a very successfulbe tion. An increase of 363 births is notTer Beck, and John Slegter gjive a
short and appropriate address of wel ginning. All new text books were ed as compared with the month imme
come to the Rev. H. Hoeksema, who is promptly ordered and received on time, diately preceding.

HOPE

- - -

Varnishes

-

30c per
Come

in the

roll

at cost price

Forenoon and avoid the Afternoon and
Evening Rush

I

Store Open Every Evening
Everything Strictly Cash

TEXT

]

-

-

t

— onow pastor of the church. Peter Schoon while many students succeeded in disJohnny Boone, of Boone Bros, livery,
then gave a very interesting paper posing of their old text-books. __
In this manner, both students prac- won first money with Clair Boy ” at
concerning Billy Sunday and his wort
tically
moke their way through col- the Hartford fair Thursday in the 2:16'
The serving of refresbmontsmarket
pace. His horse won three straight
lege.
the close of the evening.
'heats making one heat In 2:15H.
j

_

‘

:

e BERT

SLAGH

,

80 East Eighth Street

’

_

_
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Holland City

NEWS

The church debt fund associationof
the M. E. church will give a social on
Friday evening. A splendid program
is being prepared and all those interestIULMI BIOS, t W1KUI. PUBLISBKIS ed in the church are cordially invited
Boot & Kramer Bid*.. 8th atreet. Holland.Mic’' to attend.
— :o:—
The Ladies Aid society of the M. E.
Terma $1.60 per year with a discount o! 50c to church are still holding their Rummage
«hoae paying in adrance. Rates of AdTertlslng sale on North River avenue and those
made known upon applicationhaving any old clothing that they wish
to donate will please bring them to the

HOLLAND CITY

There was not a criminal case on the
Allegan circuit court calendar this

.

News

The Woman’s Missionary society of

The West Michigan Pike is being
marked with concrete posts about 7

Notice bas been received in Holland
of the death of L. J. Rail, in Denver,
Mrs. Albert Keppel on East 10th 8t. feet high and six inches square, the
Colo. Mr, Rail was formerly the proyesterday afternoonat three o’clock. posts being cf iolitPconorete,
steel rein
Henry Karsten of the Model Drug An inspiringprogram on “The call of
prietor of the East End restaurant in
forced, with words “West Michigan th:s city.
store, returned from his vacationin
the Lepers” was given and special mus PtW*” cut deeply into the shaft on all
Chicago.
ic was one of the features of the oc of its four tides. The posts are being
— :o:
Mrs. Cornelius Wolfert of Sunfield.
caaion.
placed every mile of the route and two formerly of this city, died last night.
The Christian Reformed church of
markers
will
bo
installed
at
road
inNorth Holland is installinga Holland
Master George Shaw, son of Douglas terrections with tn% indicating arm The body was shipped here and the
furnace.
Shaw, residingat 283 West 12th street, showing the way to be followed by the funeral services were held Monday
J:* P- ln- from t|ie home of M. Seervr
Peter McCarthy0’ installed a Hoi- has been confined to his home for th< traveler.
Flieman building.
187 Last 10th street.
' ’
past
week
on
account
of
sickness.
Entered as second-class matter at the post
— :o:
land furnace in his homo at Jenison
— :o:
The Brunswick-Balke factory at
Mayor Ellis of Grand Rapids, has reoffice at Holland. Michigan, under the act of
The first regular meeting of the pub- Park.
Mr. Adrian Houtkamp, of MilwauMuskegon will build an addition of 12£ ceived a communication from E. M.
t-odgressMarch, 1197.
— :o:—
lic school teachers of this city, who
kee, formerly publisher of the Saugas90
foot
to
their
factory.
The
comVander Veen, in Meppel, Prins HenThree Johns were fishing Friday at
have organized for that purpose was
Commercial-Record, who has been
pany employs upward of 1200 men. .driok street,Gelderland, Netherlands, tuck
having troub!6
of his
held in the Columbia Avenue building Hutchins Lake. They were John Van
Several
Holland
men
are
employed
asking
him
to
assist
in
finding
his
son^
Tatenhoven,John Vandersluis and
last night at 7:30.
the-PhJwi<“ >n charge,
John Dykstra.
there.
Albert, who left his home in the Neth- un^ndVlC!
— :o:—
underwent fen operation a few weeks ago
— :o:-—
erlands seven years ago to locate in
Proprietor Newman of the Apollo
Mr. nnd Mrs. B, Shoemakers of For- Grand Rapids. The youth lived at 43 and had one foot taken off at the ankle.
H. Kroece of
West Seventeenth
theater announcesthat he will soon be
est Grove received a telephone message Williamsstreet after coming to that
street
has
purchased
the
Bulthuis
place
able to show Cub Comedies, beginning
learn that he went through the ordeal
the latter part of this month. The well- in Hamilton, through the Weersing from Holland last week, stating that city. The father is anxious to locate successfully..nd that he is
agency.
their
grandson,
Bernard,
son
of
Mr.
the boy.
known comedian, George Ovoy, will be
— :o:—
nnd Mrs. Martin Grinwis, of that city,
— :o:—
n!celr'
»»
shown in these reels.
Wallace Kuite’s horse “Rosewood” had fractured a bone in his left leg in
“It’s an ill wind, etc.,” was exem- the father-in-lawof Mrs. J. R. Hout— :o:—
John Du Mez has on exhibition won fourth money in the free for all at a fall from a wagon on the previous plified at J. W. Bosnian’s cleaning par- kamp of Waukasha, Wis., who before
Jlenrv To R'<l!«r lias ini'alUil n Holday.— Zeeland Record.
lors this last week. The garden hoe her marriage was Miss Susie Cappon, a
the largest apple that has been seen the Hartford fair Friday.
land Furnace in liia home 184 East 5th
— :o:
sister to John J. Cappou of this city.
— :o:
‘
and
rake were brought into action to
around
here
for
some
time.
The
apple
street.
The City Garage recently took the
With
the rat campaign also conics the
get some Crockeryclay off a few suits
weighs 18 ounces and is of the Wolf agency of the Patterson and Chalmers
— :o:
Cornelias Yskife, shot several weeks
Hermnn Heokmnn, of Holland, ran River variety. Du Mez Pros, have ten automobiles. They have ordered a rat trap. William Vander Veld living of clothes worn by the individualswho
at 209 East Ninth street was granted crawled from a turtled machine bridg- ChnrpJ,
b*v Mr»- Martha
a ‘paddle wheel” stand at the Her bushels of these In stpek all raised on Huick Six for Paul Gezon and a Pata special permit bV the Mayor for two ing a uice soft ditch. The only one said .t,H»a8uUff^6di® 'fkP86 and ^ is
thv Du Mez farm.
lin fair.
terson-Four for Rev. Boer.
weeks to sell traps to Holland citizens good sport enough not to ask suppres said at St. Mary’s hospital that nnbth— :o:
- —
:o:
— i®:
operotipnDtohaUywill be necesWithout paying a license.Mr. Vander Sion was M. A. Rooy of Holland. A
Rev. Esveld, John Dykstra, Henry
— Gharlee pnny of Douglas, paid a fly
Miss Clara Thornton received a check
His ultimate recovery now apVeld
says
that
tin*
“
Hurgsineister
"
of $0 including fine and costs for Boone, John Vaiidoi-shiN,Hi, k Boter. of one dollar ns a prize in the Septemstrong west wind had hit the becurtain
thought so much of his trap called ed car and Hipped it over. — G. II. pears to be in doubt. Yskes last WednesAlbert Keppel, Thomas Robinson and
drunkcnhetM.
ber puzzle contest conducted by the
day informed the physician that one
--:o:
John Mulder went blue-gillfishing to Ladies’ Home Journal. Miss Thoruton “Gravity” that he granted the old Tribune.
of the bullets fired ilto his body has
A car load of machinery for the Hutchins lake Monday afternoon.
gentlemana licensefree.
—
:o:
won one of the twenty-three awards
worked its way to the right side of tho
Dunn Mfg. Co., arrived Tuesday morn
— :o:
Hon. G. J. Diekema has several speakmade by that company.
A mush room of gigantic proportions ing dates on his “dicky” in his offices. body and now lies directly.beneaththe
John H. Nyland the contractor living
ing and was unloaded Tuesday.
— :o:
and of the puff-ball species was found He told the News Monday that skin. When Judge Hess learned of
— :o:-—
south of Granfsehapand who is work
Klnns Knoll, a resident of Olive Cenlakes condition Thursday he adjournon or near the farm formerly owned by
Johnny Boone went to Saginaw ing on the new Boone livery fell fron
he must go to Kent City and speak
ter, who has been sick all summer with
ed
the case against Mrs. Martha
yesterdayto drive his horse “Clair
H.
Surdam,
near
Hudsonville.
Gregg
ladder yesterday into n manger cancer of the stomach died last night
with Congressman McLaughlin of MusChurch, charged with the shooting, to
Boy” in the races a* that fair.
breaking his left arm. Dr. W. O. Wintei at his home. He leaves a widow nnd Mnxfudd secured this extraordinary kegon on the 8th. On the 12th he will
— :o:
edible and divided it among his friends speak at a “get-together”meeting at a week from Thursday and said that if
reduced the fracture.
eight children,among them being Wm.
Rev. 11. J. Mulder of Muskegon has
who affirm that its size was phonofnon- Montague, and on the 14th at Grand Mrs. Church could secure suitablebail
— :o:
cream manufacturer.
declineda call to the Holland Christian
James R. Schepers, formerly living Wngnnnar,the ice
al
though there were no measurements Rapids nt tho South Side Community bonds he would lower the bond to
— :o:
Reformed church at South Olive.
south of the city, is now manager of
taken,
declare it was nearly ns large club that has a membership of 250. $1,000. This will make the second bail
James Weersingmade a business trip
the Fairmont Pereheron and Cattle Saturday, accompanied by an Illinois as a half bushel basket. It was also Wednesday he speaks at Grand Haven reduction in the case.
There were 90 births and .'16 deaths
— :o:
Farm at Gretna, Virgina. He will be client. Recently many Illinois parties of delicious quality and flavor.
to the hankers nnd Thursday at the
in Ottawa county last month and 11
Mabel Normand, the popular Key— :o:—
married next spring to Miss Florence have taken up farms in this part of
Zeeland Homecoming. So you see he stone actress, who has been dangerousbirths and four deaths in Grand Haven
The Economic Printing Co., on East
Vaden of Richmond, Virgina.
Michigan.
has something more to do than prac- ly ill for the past week is improving
8th stieet has changed hands. Ed
— :o:
— :e:—
The Holland Chapter of the Eastern
tice law.
ami unless new complication arise, she
The Rev. John Steketee of the First
Brouwer,
formerly
with
the
Holland
Peter Van Weelden of Grand Haven
Star will meet tonight.
will soon be out of danger. While she
Reformed
church at New Salem, N. Y., paid $5 in Justice Miles court for be- Printing Company purchasedthe plant
Children
coming
home
from
school
— :o:
was working in a Triangle comedy picwith
his
son,
Louis,
is
spending
a
from
Mr.
Klassen.
Mr.
Klassen
will
gc
ing drunk. He says he intends to quit
Pick and Harry Plaggemars, Wm.
yesterday noon saw smoke coming from
ture, a wedding scene took place, and
month's
vacation
at
the
home
of
his
to
Foundu
Lae,
Wig.,
where
he
will
go
nnd go to work.
Vander Woude, Frank Van Ry and Jim
the upstairs windows of the home ot
the throwing of rice and shoes followed.
into
the
printing
busmes.
Mr.
Brower
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
Steketee.
Miss
—
:o:
Ver Hulst, all attended the Berlin Fair
Mrs. Chris Vander Wege, 36 W. 15th St.
A heavy shoo thrown quite forcibly
George
Getz
sent
a
largo
consignwill
take
charge
of
tho
plant
next
Jennie
Steketee
who
spent
all
summer
Thursday.
The alarm was given, but the apparastruck Miss Normand on the head, anil
ment of peaches to I>ow York City that Monday. Klassen is a father of
in the East has also returned.
— :o:
tus was not needed, as the fire was she was carried to her suite in an un— :o:
were pick from his farm at Lakewood. Martin Klassen who was formerly the
John Pohlman, trustee in the Van
extinguishedon their arrival. An
Domelen saloon bankruptcy case, was
Fred Koning of East Saugatuck Each peach was wrapped up separately proprietorof the Klassen Clothing Co. investigation showed that the entire conscious condition. They summoned a
ph.Vffiannn,| found her sufferingfrom
in the city Thursday appraising the while helping the neighbors thrash Fri- in tissue paper.
damage amounted to a few destroyed concussion of the brain, and for some
— :o:
Mike Gogerty .charged with drunkstock of liquors.
day fell from the load, striking his
articlesof clothing,the fire having
— :o:
H. P. Zwemer of Holland bought the enness nnd creating a disturbance in started by the ignitionof matches in a time she was near death. Her aparthead on the cement barn floor. He
ments during her confinement are a
The Police Board Tuesday night was unconscious for several hours.
farm of Joseph 8. Babcock near Pine an East End restaurant was brought boy’s trousers pocket.
veritablellower garden, and her attendawarded the contract for coal to be
— :o:
Creek. The deal was in charge of the before Justice Sooy Saturday and
paid a fine of $5 with costs, amounting
used in that department to Austin HarThe Peoples’ Garage located at Riv- Weersingagency.
Chris (varose, proprietor of the Pal- ants are besieged by anxious inquiries.
— :o:
to $8.50. Gogerty, who is an elderly ace Pool and BilliardParlor,is making
rington at $4.18 per ton.
— :o:
er Avenue and 9th street, Friday eve
— :o:
Joe Bureau of the Macatawa Bay
William H. Dixon, of the Inter State man, claims his home ia near Pittsburg arrangements for a pool tournamentto
uing closed a contract with the Reo
C. M. Phernambueq won ’t bo outdone
people, taking over the agency for that Commerce Commission, Division of Val- nail that he will leave for that place be played in the near future. A dozen ^ acht club had charge of the reby John DuMez who Tuesday reportcar. In a few days they will have uations,with headquarters in the Kar- after he has secured medical attention or fifteen of our best pool players will publican barbecue at Reeds lake Satured an 18-ounce apple. The Phernam- few demonstratingcars on hand. pen Building on Michigan Boulevard. here.
enter to compete for three prizes, a first day night with Peter Phernambueq
bucq market has on display a large
— :o:
ns head carver. Joe has just returned
— :o:
•
Chicago, is the guest of AttorneyM. A.
second and third. The winner will play
Indications for a successful year in
tweet apple weighing 26 ounces.
The High school football team will Sooy. Mr. Dixon is looking up the .valrepresentativesof outside places, and from Chicago where he had full chargo
— :o:
music look favorable in our communof the South Side Country club barbeBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Miller journey to Fennvllle next Saturday to uation of the Pere Marquette in this ity at New Richmond Mr. George Dok finally a state championship tournament
cue. He was invited to do this work
vicinity.
play
the
school
of
that
place.
Only’
two
will
be
held.
Interest
iu
this
game
is
of the Bell Telephone Co.— a son.
has a number of pupils enrolled in his
nen on the Fenville team have ever
getting keen with the cold weather, by George Getz, who was the prime
— :o:
~:o:“.
>
piano class and we hear he is planning
John and Adam Rusimas received a
and the tournamentswill prove to l»c mover in pullingoff this big affair.Th *
John Kolia moved from his country played before, and one of them is t
a recital to be given about Thanksgiv
banquet and fair was held for the benespecial
sale
price
in
their
fine
imposed
very popular.
member
of
the
faulty.
Work
hard,
Hoi
home to his city residence Monday.
ing time. The program will include an
fit of the poor of Chicago and after
— :o:
land!
by Justice Robinson Monday morning. interestingpaper on American Music
— :o:
Yesterday two Dans were pinched, all expenses had been paid there was
Wm. Ovens of Olive was kicked by a
They each paid $4.95 for using ind •eeut ty .Mrs. Claude Van Buren.— Fennville
— :o:
Dan Lynch and Dan King, for being too still left the sum of $78,000 to be dishorse Sunday afternoon rendering him
Albert Pierce of Saugatuck had the language on the streets of Holland. liat$l(l.
hard on “firewater”; They appeared tributed among the needy. The South
unconscious for some time. He will re- foresight to see that beans would bring Both took advantage of the sp« tlil rer.
— :o:—
Side Country club ia the largestin the
cover.
duction.
a good price this fall and set out 20
£ho state livestock sanitary commis- before Justice Sooy, who put upon Ban
Lynch the sentence of paying the costs United States nnd the wealthiest men
— :6:—
* .
— :o:—
acres last spring. The result is that
sion, with the help of Governor Ferris,
of Chicago belong. Joe Bureau is said
Out of the necessary $4500 for the he will have about 200 bushels which
Arthur Rosene who ran away fi;oni hag closed the state of Michigan ab- of $3.50 or spending seven days in jail.
to be one of the best barbecuecaters
-Jrft*hig$nUnion building from Otta- will bring him about $600.
Lynch
claimed
he
had
never
before
home has been caught in Cleveland, O. solutely against cattle of any descripin the country.
wa county, $£,.100 has been raised In
been
arrested,
and
so
Sooy
had
a
heart
— :o:— « *
The chief of Cleveland wired Mr. Van tion coming from Illinois. This quaranand
gave
suspended
sentence.
But
the
Grand Haven.
The high school paper “The Boom- Ry that they had Rosene locked up tine is inspired by the prevalence of
erange” will be issued in a few waiting for an officer to get him. Ro- foot and mouth disease there and is in second Dan fared not so well, and when
L. Van Wieren employed at the Holdays. A new policy has been adopted sene has been in the Reformed school •line with the plans of Detroit commis asked for a $5 fine nnd costs or 15 days
land had a finger severely cut in the rip
in confinement because of repeated of
few sion merchants.
by this year’s board. Five issues will and had just been released
saw Tuesday morning. Dr. Winter dressfenses, he chose the latter. Now Lynch
be published,selling at ten cents each, months before.
— :o:
ed the wounded member.
Several Holland people have often is gone and King is jailed.
— :o:
and the number of pages has been re
— :o:
— :o:
A case in which a mother-in-law was wqpiered what became of the old Rev.
At a business meeting of the Eagle duced from 42 to 32.
Messrs. Hiram Vande Bunte and Bert
H. d. Birchby who was a former pastor
—
:o:—
arrayed
against
her
daughter-in-law
lodge 1914, Monday night, Bert BarnMr. aud Mrs. J. H. Skinner gave a
Shoemakers went to Holland last week
The board of county road commission- came to an abrupt end in Justice Rob- of Hope church. Frank Doesburg,a
ard, sr., was elected vice-presidentfor
Friday afternoon to witness the Fresh party at their home on East 16th St.,
brother
of
Harry,
writes
that
he
run
ers let the contract for the grading inson’s court Friday when the daugh
the balance of the year.
men-Sophomore tug ’o war* across the in honor of Mrs. Laura Costing who exand placing of one course of gravel on ter-in-lawagreed to pay the costs nnd across the Dominee in a small subur- Black River. The Freshmtn were vie pects to leave for Los Angeles, Calif.,
— :’o:
ban
town
called
La
Galla,
California,
The Citv Garage will receive the new a country road in Blendon township to settle for damages while a jury war
in about a week, where she will make
nnd that he is looking well. Frank is torious, and Dick H. Vande Bunte, who
1916 six forty model, seven passenger Luman Starken. The grading contract being impanelled.
is a member of that class has badly lac- her home.
in the San Dingo Signal Corps Aviation
“.•o:
Chalmers in a day, and will be ready to for two miles of road on the Robinson
erated hands, (especiallythe palms, to
Dan King paid $5 fine for bdng school.
townline was let to M. Vander Kooy.
demonstrate to prospective owners.
show as a result of the strenuous pull
The first meeting of the Century
* — :o:
— :o:
drunk on Sunday. Charles Saude.s win.
— :o:
ing which lasted more than an hour. club was held Monday night at the
George
Stratton
of
Allendale
had
Hie
Hub Harrington moved his household
Miss Maud C Kleyn has resumed her was also “over the bay” on the SabAndrew Karsten and Stuart Yntema, home of Mr. and Mrs. Arend Visscher,
goods yesterdayfrom his cottage at voice teaching in the Ann Arbor Con- bath told Judge Robinson about all misfortuneof stumbling nnd falling
from here, are among the members of State. St. A short program on “ Calithe park to his winter quarters on East servatory of Music. ’ She has been an the friends he had in town “ aI.o are over a pail in his barn Saturdayevening
and
in the fall fractured three ribs. the Sophomore Class, and Stuart had fornia' ' had been arrangedby Mrs. M,
Eighth street.
instructor at the University for several your friends,” said the j'idjp. ‘‘Gene
He is now under the doctor’s care. Mr. been heard to declare that he wouldn’t J. Kojyn, Mrs. A. Knooihuizen, Mr. A.
— :o:
years and is an accomplishedteacher, Youngs,” said Sanders. “Ten days!”
Stratton recently sold his farm, and af- go through it again for $20, but then, Visscher and Mr. John J. Cappon.
Miss Dena Dunewind has resigned having studied voice culture in New said Judge Robinson.
ter sellinghis personal effectsat auc- he was on the losing side. — Forest The program committee reportednt
her position at. Du Mez Bros, and has York and Berlin, Germany, for some
tion the latter part of this month will Grove Correspondent.
this meeting, and programs for the
accepted n position at M. Friedman’s time.
The second annual fall festival of
— :<r:
year will Ije distributednext week. The
in Grand Rapids.
Fremont nnd Newaygo county will be remove to Holland.
The Three Jqhns returned from t vacancies in the club menibershi|
— :o:—
The steamer Petoskeyhas been tok- held in the Athletic club rooms, Oct.
It is practicallyassured that a num Hutchins lake late Friday night with a n|H0 fi)|e(| Monday evening.
Joe Venders paid a fine of $10 and
en off the run at Saugatuck to finish 20, 21, 22 nnd 23. The Fremont board
ber of lake steamerswill make their lot of blue gills and a fish story. The
$3.50 costs before Justice Sony for us
the Henson at South Haven and now of trade is cooperatingwith County
winter quarters in Saugatuck this fishing trip might have turned out sering indecent laungunge before Victoria
Mrs. D. J. Te Roller entertained a
the Steamer Wilson and the Holland Agent II. B. Hlandfordin making this
year. Last winter two of the largest iously for John Dykstra however. He her cottage at Macatawa last Thurs
Mommies yesterday afternoon.
Interurban car# arc taking the fruit to the most sueeessfulfruit exhibition evboats on Lake Michigan were quartered has just received a good strike and be- day afternoon.A large number of la
— :o:
AttorneysDana Ten Tate, Arthur Holland for shipmenton the G. & M. er staged here.
at Saugatuckand now the Neff line has came thoroughly excited about it. The dies took the interurban for the pari
— :o:—
V^nDuren and Thomas Robinson were boat line.
decided to use this harbor for the win- result was that John stumbled in the
— :o:-—
Among the features of tomorrow af- ter. There are four boats owned by Ibis boat nnd lost his balance falling par- and enjoved a fine afternoon’s visit.
in Grand Rapids yesterday on the Van
One of the inovations was a lonj
Eugene Fairbanks, the gunsmith ternoon nnd night at Zeland homecom company and the Saugatuckcommercial tially over the side of the craft. In
Dommelen saloon bankruptcase.
hike on the “Indian "Trail” whiel
left yesterday for Gladstone, Mich., to ing nnd harvest festival, which opens
— :o:
,
club is seeking to effect their being order to save himself he let go of the gave the ladies an added impetus to di
Louis Schoon is ill at his home on be employed in the Marble Arms Mfg. tomorrow will he a concert by The
pole, the result being the loss of a seven
quartered here.
justice to the refreshments that cami
West Seventh street and his duties at Co. This factory makes guns and sport- Press Newsboy band. The young musidollar fishing rod nnd a $5 reel,
afterward.One of the features of tin
the Peoples State bank are being taken ing goods and are working night and cians have added a number of new
The boys boardingat Voorhees dor- besides getting his “tootsies” wet.
afternoon's entertainment was tin
— :o:
up by John Arendshorst, his son in- lay on war orders. Fairbanks is an selections to their re-ertoirennd Direc- mitory presented quite a novelty Friday
musical numbers by Mrs. Fred Stek
expert gun maker.
Inw.
tor Rafferty has arranged a diversified evening when thev appearedat supper
Chester Ver Meulen, employed in the
etee nnd Miss Jennie Prakken.
— ^o:
— :o:
program for the Zeelant entertainment. Inst evening wearing headache bands Ferrigo printingoffice,was notified last
—:o:—
Bert fdngh Monday started to move
— :o:—
“Carolina" Kelly, of the carferry at
After supper, they paraded Eighth St. week Friday night that his father in
Miss
Marie
K.
Vnnden Tnk nnd Mr
some of his surplus stock of wallpaper Grand Haven, made a miseue with a
Steps nre being taken to establishat in lock-stepstyle and stopping on cor- Holland was dying. Mr. Ver Meulen
into his new location. The sale i« still "ledge hammer while helping Roy Bair least one rural free delivery route out ners to give college yells. To make lives at the Bracelin hotel nnd William Jacob Witteveen were married Thursday
going on and will continue three week" den chisel some rivets Friday after- of Dougins. A number of patrons liv- things still better, Manager Newman Bracelin offered to take him to Hol- evening at the home' of the bride’spar
more.
noon. The big hammer struck Blirden ing east of that town on the river road of the Apollo theater opened his doors land. “Billy” did not stop to put any ants, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Vanden Tnk
— :o:—
who was holding the chisel, squarely nre so far from Fennville that they nnd let all the fellows file in to enjoy extra gasoline into the car, but just 185 East Ninth streej. Rev. Henry J
Veldman, pastor of the First Reforme(
“Dad" Karsten of Zeeland, agent in the mouth, knocked out a couple of preferr to come to Douglas for their “The Lure of The Mask.”
told young Ver Meulen to get in quickfor the Paige car, drnye to this city teeth and puncturedhis tongue.
mail.
— :o:
ly. They went out of town at a fur- church performedthe ceremony. Onlj
Tuesday afternoon _ in the new 1916
— :o:
— :o:— •
Tim department of Public Instruc- ious rate and were in Holland in a very tho members of the families were pres
mod0! six-thirty-tix, 7-pas«iengercar,
B. A. Mulder, formerly of the StanHarry Doesburg has gone into the coal tion at Lansing have approved of the short time. They did not get there, ent. The Booms were prettilydecorat
demonstratingto prospective purchas- dard Grocery and Milling Co., has re- business,at least his friends have sent plans submitted by Architect James however, until after tho boy’s father ed with Honest and Ferns. The younj
ers.
signed his position nnd has purchased in a notice that Harry’s making ex- Price on the plans and says in a letter had expired. When Mr. Bracelin got couple will be at home after D3c. 1
• — :o:
a store and a stock of merchandiseat tensive repairson his coal sheds in the trict No. 8 Holland township. Mr. his breath and thought of starting at 251 West 19th street. Until ther
Ed Vander Woude. bartender at Ho- Herps station, about twelve miles south rear of his place of business,no doubt Keeler superintendentof Public In- home the garages nnd stores were all they will stay at the home of thi
tel Holland paid the $50 fine imposed of (irand Rapids. The deal was made this new departurewill help a cold struction highly complimented Mr. closed and there was no gasoline to he bride’s parents who will leave foi
Pella la., to visit their daughter, Mrs
by Judge Cross for selling liquor to through the Weersing agency.
quite as much as the cold remedies on Price for the new school house in Dis- had. He knew his supply was short,
John Wesselink.
— :o:
minors, and returned to Holland Thurs
Harry’s shelves.
that he “would be very glad to point but he figuredhe would get back home
— :o:
day.
A lady in Murposboro, HI., wrote the
— :o:
*
this out as one of the good school build- before it gave out if l^g drove ns fast
— :o:—
The members of tlje Women’s Horn*
Van Ark Furniture Co., for some of
as he did going. He got ns far as the
That Muskegon wastes millions of ings of Michigan.”
John Dalmeyer.of Crisp, was in the “these peculiarwooden shoes that they gallonsof water yearly is shown by figgrubs of Dunningville nnd there the missionary society 6f the M. E. churcl
city Tuesday. He says that potatoes wear in Holland/’ and asked that a ures of Hupt. C. 11. Potter,establishing Speaking of rabbits as food reminds engine quit. William tried several and their husbands enjoyed a very hap
nre bad on account of the rain and that pair of them be sent to her home. The the fact that the sawdust city uses us of the fact that, while in parts of places for gasoline but he could not py social time Tuesday evening in th<
the corn in that Vicinity will remain firm decorated a fine pair and sent nearly three times ns much water ns the state, the northern part especially, even waken anyone. He finally decided Wiurch. Tho defeated side in the mem
them Friday by parcel post.
soft as it will not ripen.
Kalamazoo nnd the Celery city is twice rabbits are too plentiful, in most parts to wait for daylight and so curled up bership contest served a three courst
— :o:—
as large. Since the election,however, of Michigan they furnish about the in the automobile, covered with blan- banquet to tho winning side. Table:
A subscription list is being circu- Wm. Taylor, rural mail enrrier at this record no doubt will change mater- only “fun” for hunters. The rest of kets, and went to sleep. His car was were spread in tht kindergarten room
lated in an endeavor to- procure money West Olive visited the News Monday ially in
,
the game is about gone. For that rea- squarelyin the highway. When he The decorations were Morning Glorj
to defray the balance of the expense and tells us that the [totatoes are rot— :o:
son rabbits should be protected more awoke two other cars were standing vines and cut flowers. As this date w'ai
of purchasing uniforms for the Holland ing in the fields; that the corn is fine
Before the ink was dry on their lic- than they are. It is entirelywrong to near and a doctor was crawling out of also the birthdayanniversaryof thi
condition and remains untouched by ense to wed, *188110(1by County Clerk J. permit the sale of them, and many one with his kit of tools and “dope” district correspondent secretary, Mrs
Conert Band.
:o:
the frosts and that Mr. Garback of Oi Gleruin about 2 o'clock Tuesday after- hunters hoped the last legislture would ready for action. A man had passed Etta Whitman, a large birthday cake
The Holland Poultry and Pet Stock ive is low with heart failure.
noon, Henry J. Vvldheer of Olive Cen- make a: change in this respect. So long the Bracelin car, nnd thinking “Billy” adorned the center of the table. Mrs
— :o:
association is planning to feature its
ter and Miss Lena Suljinger of
_____ just
_
as thev mav be sold,
so long will had died at the wheel, hastened to no- Whitman was also remembered with n
Four newspaper men got the limit. Rapids were married. The Rev. I. W. ferrets be used and “game hogs” hunt. tify the nearest physician. They were bouquet of flowers from the defeated
next exhibition in December with a
comparison show instead of a score John Mulder, Fred Blag, A. M. Galen- Miner was called to the court house It would please many hunters and oth- somewhat surprised to see the dead side and a handbag and gold breastpir
card show. More birds will be ex- tine and Ben Mulder went white bass to officiate in the ceremony. Mr. and ers if rabbits were’ protected two or man rise up with: *• Hello, fellows, from the winning side at the close ol
hibited and numerous silver cu|« and fishing Friday night and would you be- Mrs. Veldheer left for their homo iu three years and the sale of them made got any extra gasoline! ’’—AlleganGa- the banquet three rousing cheers wert
lieve -it— they each got twenty-five. Olive Center at
zette.
sweepstake prizes will be awarded.
given to the hostesses.
illegal — Exchange.
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Holland City Neu)s
John Bosman and AttorneyRay

Homocoming Meeting to Be Held— Fine
Musical Program Assured for Par

Via-

qcher were in Detroit Tuesday.
Henry De Kraker took the car for
Grand Rapids Tuesday morning.
Win. 0. Van Eyck took the train for

Hoyt 0. Post was in Grand Haven
Saturdayin the interests of the Michigan Union Building.
Miss Maude Williams, stenographer
at Diekema, Kolleu & Ten Cate* law
offices visited in Grand Bapids Saturday

Grand Haven Tuesday noon.
Mrs. E. P. Stephan and Miss Eleanor
Johnson visitedin Muskegon Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Maatman, of
Hamilton, returned home yesterday, after visiting Mrs. Maatman 's mother,
Mrs. Hannah Zwemer on West Tenth

morning.

street.

Ent-Teachers' Club

PAGB THRKT

GEORGE KOLLEN SUGGESTS THAT PETITION BEING CIBCULATED
CITY SYNDICATE PURCHASE C.
FOR FRED ALUSON’S
L. KINO
PARDON.

,
SITE
|

Thursday matinee and evening Janet
pardon of Beecher in “Fine Feathers”. Janet.
Fred B. Allison of Nunici, Mich., who Beecher, ns Jane Reynolds, endures
was
sentenced to Ionia for a term of much agony for her foolish aspirations
Needed.
front six months- to three years in the after fine feathers and the unmoral
means she chooses ir. order to gratify
aa to the feasibility and the advisabil- recent term of circuit court is being cirher inordinatevanity.
ity of purchasing the 0. L. King prop culated in Grand Haven and vicinity.
"Fine Feathers” was a very great
ertv at this time, while taxes an- high Fred Allison,sr., father of the^ young
and business is somewhat slack, some man now in Ionia presented the iM'titiou success in play form; it was greeted all
of the aldermen are asking the bonus for severalsignaturesin the city during over the country us a strong offering
the story being feasible and convinccommitteeto take charge of the mut- Monday afternoon.
Gov. Ferris is asked to exercise his ing; the characterization destinctivo
ter completely.
In an interview with Att. George K. right of pardon for a number of reasons and clever. Moreover it was well act-*
Kollen this morning the Sentinel asked As was brought out in the sensational ed.
Kollen, he wis asked If ho that it advis- trial after Allison had recovered from
A practimji) dramatist made the play
able for the city to buy this property the assault of'Thomas Mahan, ho is a so that injb 1 ftlni' theigtrMgfhpf the
for perk purposes. He said, “No”, he youth of 19 years while thV woman con- orginial *tdH$ m ^idep »‘.;Two #<Mng,
thought that Holland had enough parks victed with him upon their own admis- people are <Nasnti4ti«d'|Nytth their 425'"
DICK DOGGER
FRIENDS at this time, in fact it was surrounded sion is between the |ge of thirty and a week lot in a ,Ndw York suburb. The
forty years. Furthermorethat his ns
HAVE NARROW ESCAPE FROM by parks, and that the developing of sociation with other prisoners in Ionia man (Boh typynolds) pusses off some
'our manufaeturing was far more necesbad cement aa good, and thus gets
GAS A8PYXIATION
sary than to add another park to the will have an undesirable effect upon
him, since he is a young man of good
Fumes are Noticed From Outulde the list. “This site,” said Mr. Kollen, “is reputation.
the only available lake front site left
Barber Shop and An InrestlgaThe petitionstates that as a mnttir
that will accommodatea good substantion Results In Rescue.
tial factory and I would advise that the of punishment for his act he has al
city not spend the money now, ns it ready lieep made to suffer all that he
V_A liulfl - mishap Tuesday afternoon cannot afford it, but that a'lyndlrfffi should Mr this, his first offense.That
sentiment of the people is with All
in Dick Dogger's 'barber shop of enterprisingcitizens.dub together the
and hid in this property at the sheriff’s ison, that Thomas Mahan guilty of a

The Maple Grove Parent-Teachers’
club will hold a homecoming meeting
tomorrow evening, at 7:30 p. m.
A fine musical program will be given
by the orchestra.It is greatly enlarged
since lust year and has been practicing
all summer, so it is prepared 4o give
the best.
The'committeehas planned a fine social time for all. Refreshmentsof ice
cream and cuke will be served. It will
be impossible to send everyone a personal invitation, but everyone who has
ever helped the club or been connected
with it in any way is most cordiallyin
vited to come. Come and make new acquainances and renew the old.

«>

City

Has Enough Parka, Taxes
and Factories are

are

High

Mrs. Will Olive was in Grand Rapids
Paul McLean, Edward Slooter,William Leenhoutsand William Sutten of yesterday.
Holland were in the city last Wednta
Miss Ida Heeringa and sister Mrs.
day. — G. H. Tribune.
Fred Brouwer left for a visit to Pella,
Ed Vaupell, Peter Boot, A. B. Bos la., yesterday morning.
man, Gus Aussioker and John Vaupell
Mrs. F. A. Wall has been called to
motored to the home at Wm. Chapman Lansing owing to the illness of her
at Middleville Friday. They returned mother.
by the way of Kalamazoo.
Mrs. John Kronemeyer of Hamilton
Mr. and Mrs. George Haverdink and was in the city Tuesday.
son Ralph of East ^ugatuck motored Frank Bertsch of the South Haven
to Holland Friday.
Coast Guardi has been visiting his
Mrs. J. Scnawbe of Racine, Wis., was family on the North Side for a week.
the guest Of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van
Johnny Vos, who has been pitching
Dommelei: last week.
gbod bail for Rclding's fast team this
Edward Cathcart was in Grand Rapids summer, is visiting in the city.
Saturday.
Rev. E. W. Thompson, president of
Marion Tilt took the interurban for the Board of Education of the Reform
Grand Rapids Saturday.
ed church of America is the guest of
Charles A. Floyd was in Detroit Sat- Drt and Mrs. Amc Venneiffii, president
of Hope College.Mr. Thompson is here
urday.
on North River Avenue, might
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Eding of Hamil- to hold a conference with the western
have resultedseriouslyhad it not been sale that will take place on Oct. 20,
ton were in the city Friday.
memhar* of the board.
for timely aid. Dick Dogger, with his three weeks from tomorrow.
Mrs. Herman Zoerhoff of East Sauga
John Hummel and son Carl of Colum
“This syndicate must be an enterfriends Herman Beckman and Art Van
tuck was in the city shopping Friday. bus, Ohio, are the guests of Mr. and
Dommcleu, were enjoying n “snooze” prisingsyndicate and must go into the
Alderman Vender Ven left for Chic- Mrs. Preston Scott. Mr. Hummel is
in the former’s place of businesvabout enterprisemerely from a public-spirited
one of the large contractorsin the state
ago, Monday, on business.
4 o’clock, when the dime of the gas standpoint. They must buy the propThe Misses Mary and GertrudeHil- of Ohio, and is a brother to Mrs. Scott
jet used to heat water, became exting- erty, hold it for the city and when the
arides made a trip to Grand Rapids and Mrs. R. G. Station!of this city.
uished. The pow of gas into the room pity and the bonus committeefind that
Mrs. L. M. Thurber, of the Ottawr
Saturday soon.
where the men were ignorant of the they have use for it for a good substanIsaac Blot er of Benton Harbor was in County Building& Loan Association
escaping gas would have been a finish tial factory then the syndieato should
(

.

is attending the annua! meeting of the

Miss Grace Browning went to Grands
Rapids Saturday to resume her work at
the Park Congregational church.
Samuel Miller and daughter Mary
and Ruth Brown motored to Grand
Rapids, Saturday afternoon.

State League of Building St Loan As
socintion at Kalamazoo.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Manning of Se1
attle, Wash., are in the city visiting relatives.Mrs. Manning (Reta Te Roller)
is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hein T*
Roller from Seattle.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Essenbergand

Mr. William Kuhlman left for Ann
Arbor Friday morning.
Mrs. A. Kuite, Mrs. Paul Frederick
son and Miss Anna Borgman went to
Grand Rapids Friday morning.
Dr. and Mrs. W. P. Scott were in
Grand Rapids Thursdayand came home
in their new Oakland six-cylinder.
Miss Nellie Dekker was the guest of
friends in West Olive Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Michtnershuizen and
Mr. and Mrs. Haveman made an auto
trip to Ganges, Douglas and Saugatuck

Mr. and Mrs. George Schuurmnn returned from Detroit Tuesday in Mr.
Essenberg 's new Htudebaker.
Mrs. George Rettinhouse of Grand
Rapids is the guest or Mr. and Mrs.
William Lokker at their home at 20 E.
15th street. Mrs. Rittenhouse is a sis
ter of Mrs. Lokker.

Mrs. Henry Wilson of Port Huron,
who has been in the city to attend the
funeral of Mrs. C. Wolfert, returned
home yesterday.
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Voss of Holland
Mrs. R. Bartels of East Saugatuck,
returned home yesterday morning
was in Holland Friday shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bosman returned after spending a few days with friends
at Buttons Bay. While there Mr. Vos
last evening from a trip to Chicago.
Attorney George E. Kollen was in pitched for Buttons Bay against the
Eagles of Traverse City.— Traverse
Chicago Friday on legal business.
City Eagle.

James Baker of Duluth, Minn., was
— :o:—
visitingMr. and Mrs. Ed Van Drezer.
Mrs. -Gerrit Klassen was in Grand WOMAN'S LITERARY CLUB HAS
FIRST MEETING OF SEASON
Rapids Friday.
Hub Boone left Friday morning for
Meeting Opened By Mrs. George E.
Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Pifler Brusse spent
few
Kollen, Who Welcomed Both New
days with friends in Grand Haven.
and Old Members.

a

Leendert Kuite, sr., is seriouslyill at
his home on West Tenth street.
Harry Kntpe, the Central garage man
was in Grand Rapids Thursday.
C. J. De Roo, jr., bt Flint called
on old acquaintances in. this city last
week.

If Tuesday's meeting of tke Womclub is an example of
what every meeting of the year will be
then the society may exjiect a very
an 's Literary

successfulyear.

A petitionpraying

for the

-AND

-

'

the cPy.

At The Apollo

ing stroke, but for the fact that those
in the neighboring buildings noticed
the fumes and investigated.
They found
the unconscious inmates who were slowly becoming suffocatedand quick action
on the part of the rescuersavoided serious results.
Restoratives were provided and the
8le‘.'|*ers were made to realize that this
was not to be their last and final alpep.

MUST PUT LIGHTS IN ALLEYS
ONE WAY OR OTHER BEFORE

turn it over to the city for the price
that they paid for it with the interest
added. This property can he bought
for one half of its worth at the sheriff’s
sale, if sheriff's salts in 4he past are
any criterion, and 1 am willing with
several other young men to comprise
one of the members of the syndieato to
purchase this property and later turn it
over to the city when Holland is better
able to take care of it than now. Hu!
remember it must be turned over to
the city at the price that wo pay for it
at the sale..

ALLEYS WILL BE PATROLED

“This is not the first time that en
terprisingcitizenshave done this sort
Alley PolicemenNow Put On Sixteenth
of thing. When the Hay View addition
and Fourteenth Street
comprisingthe old fair grounds was
BeaU.
purchased for factory purposes, sever
Although the Police Board at its last al enterprisingmen at that time bought
the property to be used by the city
regular meeting had decided to put
afterwards.
lights in the alleys, they were prevented
“When the Larmnn woods was purfrom doing so by an opinion from the
city attorney, who told the Board of chased and turned into Prosport Park,
Public Works that it was illegal to the city did not buy it out right, but a
place lights on private property. The body of Holland's business men stood
mayor who was also present at the sponsor for it mid turned it over to
meeting said that the Common Council the city later at the same price they
would never stand for lights being had paid for it.

now at liberty, that
cognizant of the affair at

worse -Offense is

Mahan was
the time.

As evidenced by the petitionersthey
are having no trouble in securing sig
natures vouchafing their sentiment.The
arguments in the affair are recognized
ns very forcible and it is believed
that Gov. Ferris will give the matter
every consideration.
ILL

enough money to gratify his young
wife's love of fine feathers. Husband
HEALTH PREVENTS
RETURN OF MISSIONARY and wife come to grief, howevar, and in

the end resolve to begin life afresh,
contented with their humble surround-

Rev. Gerrit J. Dennings has been
ings.
forced to delay his return ns missionary
Hplendid photography and good actto Arabia a few qionths owing tft> ill
health. Mr. I’enningscame to Ameri- ing characterizethis picture, which haa
some remarkable sets showing night
ca on furlough Inst year. He is a gradlife at Murray’sRestaurant,New Yorkr
uate of Hope college.
the bursting of a dam and the Hooding
of the surrounding country.
HOLLAND'S CLA88I8 RANKS
Don’t miss this— you’ll enjoy 1L
THIRD IN CONTRIBUTIONSBring a friend.
The clnssis of Holland ranks third in FOR SALK — Hou*v and lot on Collrgp Avo.
per capita contributionsto foreign mis
between 14th and 15th Htrrrts. If sold at
once. IHOO.OO. John We*r*in|.
sions among the ten classes in the parFOR HALE— Hou»e and lot on 15th atreet,
ticular synod of Chicago in the Reform
of R
betweenCentral amfRlver
avenues. $1175.
ed denomination for the last fiscal year
John \Veer*in|.
The per capita contributionswas $2.54. TO EXCHANGE— A fine large lot on 16th
street near College Avenue for a modern
The clnssis of Iowa heads the list with
House. Will pay difference.John Weera per capita contributionof $4.07.
sing. Phone 1764.
TO EXCHANGE— Five acre* of good land,
with building*;only 2 mile* from city, for

For Indlftstlon.
larger farm Price $1600. John Weeraing.
NVvrr take |i«<|isinand |>ri-|>aratinn* con- FOR KENT— A 6ne 9 acre place with good
taining jH>i>*inor other digi stivc ferment* for
building in Kouth^ end of rity. $15 per
indigestion,a- the more you take the more
month. J. Weeraing.
you will have to take. What i* needed Ik a FOR RENT -A good .tore building with
tonie like (,'haraberlain'a
Tablet* that will
ing room* connected. Located on Pine A*t.
the klotnarh to perform it* functions
$10 por month. John Weeraing. Phone
“When the Pore Marquette wanted enable
naturally.Obtainableeverywhere.— Adv.
1764.
to get a right-of-wayacross the swamp
to the West Michigan, Tannery,Kings
and other factories, a number of enterprising men had to first buy the old mud
hole before this could be accomplished.

placed in alleys and if the bills came
he would see to it that they were not
allowed. So there is only one of two
things to do for the business man. The
one is to give the city the right-of-way
by putting alleys through the business
blocks, the other is to install lights
“Here’s a chance for our young
themselves and maintain them.
business men to do what a great many
One thing is sure — the police depart of the older ones have done. That iif,
ment is willing an^ anxious to protect to back this enterprisefor the benefit
this property, but it is not willing to of their city, for a good, large, auhatan
send its men through rubbish-tilled and Hal, new industry.
in some places impassable alleys, with
out having them properly lighted.And,
HOLLAND LAD RUNS AWAY FROM
until the lights come from some source,
HOME
the patrolmen that formerly patroled
these alleys will be transferred to the
business district of Central avenue and
Arthur Rosene, living at 100 East
15th street, and the stores near the 22nd street ran away from home Batsugar factory.
urdny and the parents have instructed
It was the conceiisesof opinion of the police to bend every effort to find
the Police Board that this would be u him. Chief of Police Van Ry has sent
good matter for the Chamber of Com fiHt postal cards to every police departmerce to take up as it is in line with ment in the country giving n descriptheir work ns a body which looks after tion of the lad. The hoy is 16 years old,
the civic welfare of our city.
is 5 feet 3 inches,medium build, med

In the lirst place the building was
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Domme'en
shining clean which was due to the efwere at the Berlin fair Thursday.
forts of the House Committee, of which
They motor*! down.
Mrs. Fred Tilt is chairman. The audiMrs. Mat Witvliet visited her
torium was adorned with flags and
daughter Mrs. G. Smith in Grand Rapautumn flowers, the gift of Mrs. Walter
ids.
Lane. Mrs. Sears McLean was in charge
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. L.mdwet'rand
of the decorations.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Nv-trom have reThe banquet committee,with the
turned from their eastern trip. They
proceeds from the June luncheon, bad
also attended the National Founders’
bought a copy of Sir Edward Poynter's
convention held in Atlantic City,
picture “Atalanta.” It hangs over the
while on their tour.
fire-place in the library. The chairman
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stonehouseof
of the committe was Mrs. H. Winter.
Grand Rapids motored to Holland rind
Another gift, which the club is glad to
o
spent Sunday with Mr. ind Mrs. Oil
acknowledge is several, volumes of STUDENTS WRITE ABOUT THEIB
Haan.
Carlyle from Mrs. Adams.
PREFERENCE OF
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Newman spent
The club members have been divided
Sunday visitingfriends in Grand Rap
VOCATION.
into eight divisions to provide some enids.
tertainment each month. Mrs. Vennetna
Ex-Alderman John Nies returned to
A new policy has been taken up in
is chairman of the October committee
this city from the
«
and this committeegave into the club the English departmentat High school
Mrs. Henry Brusse returned home treasury $26.
The subjects for pajiers ami ossa vs con
Saturday night after making a visit
The meeting was opened with a wel- fern the welfare of the pupils, ‘as for
among friends and relatives near Pecome by the president,Mrs. George E. instance the Juniors and Seniors write
toskey.
Kollen, to both the new and old mem- concerning “My Vocation and Avoca
Miss Florence Krusenga, assistant
bers of the club. The subject for tnr tion,” and “The Value of Working
clerk of Holland city was the guest of
year is “The United States, Today,” One’s Way Through College.”
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bosnian of this
Many very good essays are handed
With Mrs. Van Verst at th* piano the
city for a few days last week. — G. H.
club members rose and sang two stan- in, stating in clear, concise arguments
,
why that students desire to follow this
zas of “America”. •
Ed and John Glerum of the StudeMrs. Bruske introduced Mrs. Keyzer, or that line of work. This plan is folbaker automobile plant spent the weekwho came to thank the ladies for their lowed in Central High of Grand Rapids,
end at the home of their iparentson E.
efforts in obtaining n Carnegie medal being the system originated by Princi13th street.
and a fund of $500 in memory of the pal Davis.
Louis Van Schelven has returned
brave deed of her son, Clifford Kayaer.
home after a trip to Chicago and South
TWENTY-EIGHTHANNUAL CON

-

-

West.

Tribune.

Coal Stove For Sale
$55 Universal Hard Coal Stove
for

$20.00

Guaranteed to be peifect in every way.
see this one before you buy.

If

you need a stove,

come and

MILO DE VRIES

ius complexion, auburn hair, blue eyes,
three white spots in face, some freckles, scar on left fore finger not quite
healed, blue serge Norfolk suit,, kn.ee
pants, black stockings,lace shoef, blue
serge cap, gray sweater, large collar.
Such- is the description sent out bv
Chief of Police Van Ry.‘

8 East 14th St.

MICHIGAN STARTS OUT ON TU
BERCUL08ISCAMPAIGN
Wexford to Be First County Visited,
Barry County Next and Then They

OOi

Will Come to Ottawa County

,^’0D SVONV

Lansing, Mich., Oct. 5— Monday
marked the officialbeginning of Michigan’s $100,000 war on tuberculosis.

AID ONVTIOM

To rid the state of this disease— that
and nothing less than that is the obShe felt that the ladies and all the other
Bend, Ind.
ject of the State Board of Health. They
friendshad been the Master’s agents in
VENTION OF THE OTTAWA
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Marnard, of binding up the wounds of the brokenlo not expect that this will be done in
COUNTY SUNDAY SCHOOL
Dodges City, Kansas, visited their
five
hearted. Mrs. Kayaer had brought the
parents, Mr. anil Mrs. Michael Bocks.
CONVEMION
but during the next two years they hope
medal so that all might see it.
Miss Cornelia Pot, book-keeper in the
to build up an organization iii each
Mrs. Kollen ’s address in part was,
The twenty-eighth annual convention
De Grondwet office returnedMonday “We are entering the eighteenth year
county in the state that will be able to
of
the
the
Ottawa
County
Sunday
from a week’s visit in Chicago.
carry on the work indefinitely. •
of our existence ns a club. It was born
Mrs. J. C. Post has returned home In obscurity with limited numbers. It schools,(interdenominational,) will be
The first county to he visited is Wexheld
in
Zeeland
on
Friday,
Oct.
15,
at
from visiting her daughter, Ruth, who
has grown in numbers, developed in the Second Reforme.T church. The pro ford. Next in order will be Barry and
is teaching in Coldwater.
Ottawa. In each rase Dr. De Kliene
power, changed in purpose, which was
Ed Mulder left Monday for Ann at first merely self-improvement. The gram is as follows:
and his helpers will spend one, two or
Morning
Hi-knion
Arbor to continue his work in the U
three weeks in a county trying to inter
older members are filledwith pride and RcgUtration .................
of M.
iny to see how far the club has climbed
!! :i!I! l!ro‘‘on“l" .....
' R«v- J- Hmitter est the people in their immediatehealth
Mr. and Mrs. Mayo Hadden of De- But we must keep on giving service ns 10:00 The Home Department ............
problem.
•••••• ........ Rev. M. Van VeMem
troit are making a short visit in this
Special Mimic ...................
that is the purpose of all dubs todav.
Every campaign will include an at
city.
“The Woman’s club has made an en- 10:30 The Value of Motiven. . . F. T. Mile* tempt to locate each case of tuberculosMr. and Mrs. Oswald Visscher and
Holland
viable place for itself in Holland. Its 11:00 FfiftontiaD in .Surreskful Sunday
is within the county and having nurses
three children of Indianapolis,Ind.,
*
ideas are practicaland its suggestions
School Work ........ Fred Washburn visit these patients !n their homes to
are visitingat the home of their parBenton Harbor
are acted on by .the city council.
instruct them on how to live and how
Social Time ....................
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Arend Visscher.
“Better health conditionsprevail.
\\ to get well. It will include moreover
Miss Irene Van \rk who spent tin The Holland Woman’s club is a pioneer 12:00 Dinner .........................
AfternoonSeimion
a complete sanitary survey of the counweek-end with friends in Grand Rapids
of censorship of moving pictures. It is 1:30 Song Service ....... John Vandentluis ty, which will be invaluable as nn inhas returned home.
Holland
largely due to us that there is to be n
Devotional*........ Rev. P. P. Cheff dex to what the real health conditions
Elmer Dick visited in Grand Rapids county nurse We have inspiredlove of
2:00 “Why Tokyo. Japan. 1916 f ____
are. Moreover,the physicians of each
Sunday evening.
---- Rev. WIIIU 0. Hoekje, Mmaionary
the beautiful. The conditions of the
Chronic Constipation
county will be Asked to co-operatewith
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, l
Otto C. Cohen of the French Cloak juvenileoffenderhes been improved and 2:30 “Many P's in^ Pod’’... ft K. Mohr,
“About two years ago when I began using
the agents of the State Board of
Sec. S. 8. 8. Aftft'n, New Buffalo
IF?7’ CIRCtfLATION. Eft
Co., was in Chicago Monday on busiTablets I had been suffering
the Civic Circle has taken care of girls. 3:00 “The Moral Education in the SunHealth.
It is with the aid of the phy- Chamberlain's
.Cl‘/ N,w“ l'ubH»l.i
ness.
for some time with stomach troubleand It ifni
day
School... ...Rev. J. K. Kuiienga. sicians that Dr. Do Kleine and his help*,ld* n‘tl",r','l
'•> the Act of V
“We must go on living lives of helpchronic constipation. My condition improved
Mrs. G. E. Kollen returned from a
Holland
fulness to others.” Mrs. Kollen then 3:30 The Graded School .............. ers hope to locate the cases of tubercu- rapidlythrough the use of these tablets
g Editor, BenjaminA. Mulder, Holla
visit in Chicago Sunday morning.
Since takinir four or Are bottlesof them my
.......... Mi** HenriettaPoelakker losis in a given county not only, but it
Ed Kremers of the Decature wngai told of the work of the differentcomSpecial Muaic .....................is they who can carry on the work af- health ha>- been fine," write* Mr*. John New „ M*n»Cinf Editor. Benjamin A
rifitteesshowing how the idea of help
ton, Irving. N. V. Obtainable everyhere.— Holland, Michigan.
factory spent Sunday in ‘his city
4:00 QuestionBox.... Prof. F. S. Goodrich
ter the state hoard workers have passed Adr.
fulness was the reason for the organiz
Bhflneaii Manager. Benjamin A.
Albion
Miss Marion De Pree bade farewell
asymeH
Holland, Michigan,
ing of each one.
4 :30 Elementary ...... Mi** Clara Wheeler on to another place. During the camto all of her friends Monday and left
o -PublDhera: Mulder Bros, and
Grand Rapid*
paign in a county a specialist in tuberAfter thm Mrs. Dregman read selec- 5:00 Sunday School Le**on October 17
Holland, Michigan.
on the noon train for Chicago, from
When Beby Has tha Croup.
culosis will hold daily conferences with
Owners:
Benjamin A Mulder
.......... R^v. B. Hoffman, Zeeland
where she will journey to Forest Glen, tions from that most optimistic book,
When * mother is awakened from sound
6:00 Supper in the Church .............. the physicians in regard ta the latest sleep to find her child who ha* gone to bed Michigan; Nicholas 4. Whalaa Ka
Maryland,to enter the National Park “ Martha-by-the-Day.”
Wisconsin;Charles L. Mulder -K*t:
Evening Session
and best methods of treating and pre- apparently in the best of health struggling land,
Michigan.
Seminary.
Mrs. Pardee sang beautifully “My 7:00 Song Service, led by John Van deni ui* venting the disease.
for breath, »hr is naturally alarmed. Yet if
Known bondholders, mortgagee* a
and Choru* Choir
Pat Nordhoff and Harley Scott Own United States.” She was accomshe can keep her presence of mind and give security holder*, holding 1 per cent
Devotjpnal*......... Rev. B. Hoffman
“Health First” has been chosen as
have left for Decatur, Ind., where they panied by her sister,Mrs. Moulen
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy every ten min of total amount of bond*, mortgagex,
7:30 Address — The Book of Book* ......
the official slogan of this statewide
»ecuritie«:None.
will be employed in the sugar factory.
............... Prof. P. 8. Goodrich
ute* until vomitingis produced quick relief
After the program the ladies were inBenjaminA.' Muld.
• Special Music ............. ........ movement. It will be printed on all
Mrs. Skeelds and son Cecil went back vited to have a cup of tea in the dinwill follow and the child will drop to sleep to
Sworn to and mbscribed before
Offering for State and County Sunthe stationeryof the Division of Tuberto Muskegon Tuesday after having at- ing room. The tables were beautifully
6th
day
of
October.
1915.
awaken
in
the
morning
as
well
as
ever.
day School Work
culosis, and it *flppeafs likely that it This remedy ha* been in use for many year*
WilliamWestverr,
tended the funeral of Mrs. C. Wolfert adorned with basket of red roses, the 8:15 Address — The Call of the S'indav
Notary Public in and for Ottawa
School .................. E. K. Mohr w ll Income "« well known ns the indus- with uniform •orreia. Obtainableevery
of this city.
gift of Mrs. Hatty Getz.
Michigan.My commiaaioii-.
explcca
Benediction.......... ......... trial slogan “Safety First.”
- where. — Adv.

two years,

years
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WHAT YOU SAW IN THIS PAPER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ENTER- CAN HOLLAND FACTORIES HANMR. MMBBAUGH OF THE ROYAL
THIRTY FIVE YEARS AGO.
TAINS ZEELAND BUSINESS
DLE AMUNITION ORDER?
WILL ATTEMPT TO REMOVE
men with smoker.
ZEELAND’S PREJUDICE AGAINST
Mr. R. Kantcrs left on Tuesday last
CHICAGO ENGINEERS WISH
MOVING PICTURES
for Galveston, Texas, where he goes
to look after breakwaterand harbor
work, which is to be constructed by the
government on the Netherand plan.
The dwelling house of Michael Donnely in the ;ird ward, Grand Haven was
Lurucd to the ground on Wednesday
morning, about L* o'clock.Mr. Donnelly was awakened by smoke entering
his bedroom, and on arising found the

J. H. Skinner, Kent County
pert

Was The

Farm

Ex-

LEAVE ORDER IN THIS

Principal Speaker

'

CITY.

Zeelanders

of the Meeting.

To Get Sample of Movies
This Week

portation should be sent. Send presELOPE FROM CHICAGO AND GET'
ents by parcel post or express prepaid
MARRIED HERE
(or money gifts) to Mr. Fleming H. Re
veil, treasurer U. S. A. Committee, The
Mission to Lepers, 158 Fifth Avenue, Miaa Rose Wheeler and Harry Kurz
N. \ ork. Mr. Revell has generously were married in Holland last night
consented to assemble and forward all at the home of Mrs. Mary Kurz, 30*
presents,repacking so that all may bo West 13th street.
forwarded by freight at a minimum
Harry, who is a chemist for the city
cost Please mark all shipments for of Chicago, told the Newi be“The Mission to Lepers” and address thought he would surprise his friends
as above, adding name and address of and elope with Rose from Chicago to
sender.
Holland and get married at the home
of his mother. The romantic couple
HOLLAND MAN TRIES TO ELUDE will be at home to their friends after
15, at 11153 Vernon Avenue, ChiOFFICER WITH AUTOMOBILE Oct.
cago.

OlAimed There Will Be No Risk and
Monday evening the Chamber of ComBig Money to Be Made Is
It is said that the entertainment
merce entertained the Zeeland BusiContention
commitleo had two objectsin view when
ness M>ns’ Association at a smoker, a
they induced the
large number of Zeeland men being
present. A. II. Lnndwehr, president of Jo' ^cT[.e?nUVthof?:eT'
bl
whole roof a mass of lire. After getting the Holland C. (). (!., met the visitors at
his family out of the building he suc- the door and gave eac.h man n sincere
durin* Home'
,t0 ,Tkp U .0ne of
ceeded in saving but u few articles of and hearty welcome. At 8:15 president for a half million shrapnel
The letter does not state whether the
att;«,’t>ons of Homecoming to—IS ARRESTED.
furniture before the building fell. The Landwehr called the meeting to order
Germany, the
the ay a.m ,,,imorrow- other object
building being back so far from the and in a short appropriate address,wel- order is intended for Germany,
was
to
show
to
the
citizens
AiJplicationWill Be Made by Sheriff
R. J. Cook, said to be county road
water supply that no water could be comed the visitors and introduced the Allies or for the United States. It does Zeeland and those in authority that
show,
however,
that
there
is
an
enormprincipal
speaker
of
the
evening,
J.
H.
commissioner of Holland, was arrested Dykhuia to Got. Ferris for Extradiobtained, the Fire Department was of
moving pictures if run in a high’ class
Thursday night on Grand ville avenue,
tion Papers
but littleservice. Mr. Donnelly, who ia Skinner, farm expert of Kent county. ous profit and very little risk for the
Expert Skinner introducedhis re- firm who has the capacity or who is manner, the way they are run in the 8. W., following a spectacular automoa worthy and industriouscitizen, has
city of Holland, are not as bad as they
lost almost all he possessed — he hav- marks with the request that his audi- willing to fit up the shop for an enter- are painted, and is really a wholesome bile race between himself and Patrol- John Hayes, formeity of Coopersville
prise of that kind.
ence
remember
that
he
spoke
to
them
man George Cook, tho latter soys.
ing no insurance on the property.
is being held at Stockdale, III., for
The Western Tool Works, no pastime and something that Zeeland Cook endeavoredto halt the Ottawa who
as a plain farmer, that he had always
the Ottawa county officers on tho
needs
in
the
way
of
diversion.
The
lived on the farm until three years ago, doubt has the machinery required
commissioneron Grandville avenue to charge of obtaining money under false
THIRTY YEARS AGO
when he moved to Grand Rapids. He to this kind of work. The new Dunn amusementcommittee has asked Mr. speak to him about glaring headlights pretenses, refuses to come back to
Himebaugh of the Royal to put one but the officer states that Cook put on
Last Monday Mrs. Frank Hoonstra
told of the difficulties experienced in factory might be able to handle a part
Michigan without exercising his extraof Drenthe died after a short illness.
of his machines in the’ old interurban
supporting a farm expert in Kent coun- of it, Brown-Wall Engine Co., has maspeed and drove away. The patrolman dition rights.
Last week .Friday night at about ty, and of the obstacles in the way of chinery that no doubt could turn out station on Main street. Or the opposite commandeered another auto and gave
Night Officer Bishop, who went from
half past ten o’clock Harrington's a new man. He said that an expert has shells, but whether any of these firms side of the street a large canvas will chase. The chase began at Grant
bring Hayes hack, notified
warehouseand dock was discovered to to satisfy the National, State and local could handle a large order of this kind 1)0 hung In front of one of the build street, 8. W. ,The commissionerwas
Sheriff Dykhuis that his man refused
ings
and
the
Holland
moving
picture
is
a
question.
Anv
way
we
publish
the
be on tire. The alarm was sounded and authoritiesas' to his capability for the
allowed to continue to Holland after
‘° P0m« aw,y from Illinois without a
man will show five reels of his best pic
the fire departmentresponded prompt- position.“It is no political job,” he letter below which ’is written on
promising to appear in Police court Fri
right. The officer was instructedto relures tonight and tomorrow night with day.
ly, but despite their efforts the build- said. “The moment this positionbecom- Pere Marquette stationary arid mailed
turn to Grand Haven with the warrant
two
shows
each
night. The Zeeland
from
Grand
Rapids.
ing was completely destroyed and the es a political job, it becomes a curse.
The charge against him is refusing for Hayes, and application will proba
entertainment committee will pay Mr
The letter follows:
dock damaged irreparably. The loss is It has to be above politics.” He then
to stop at an officer’s signal.— G. R.
bly be made to Gov. Ferris within a
Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 28, ’15. Himebaugh for his work and of course Press.
estimated at about tl'.OUO,insured for read a letter of another farm expert
few days for proper extraditionpapers
the
pictures
will
he
free
to
the
public
1,000. Five hundred dollars of the concerning his great obstacles and how Holland Board of Trade,
nnd
have
been entered on the program
Holland
Mich.
above insurance was in the Underwrit- he overcame them, using several amusas one of the features of Homecoming
ers Agency, Hunters & Howard, agents, ing incidentsto illustrate it. - The farm- Gentlemen:
MEATS
Whether the Homecoming picture
A
firm
of
Consulting
Engineers
in
Enterprising
was paid five days after the loss.
ers as a rule are against having a counWM. VANDER VEER, 152 E. 8th
show will be the entering wedge for a
Chicago,
are
making
inquiries
to
ascerty officialtrying to advise them or takStreet. For choice steaks, fowls, or
permanent moving theater enterprise
ing charge of the cattle in case of tain where they can find a factory or
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO
for Zeeland no doubt will be degame in season. Citizens Phone 1043
machine
works,
who
would
have
the
cadisease, but give them time to see the
Rernard Van Lente, a farmer and old
termined after the citizens of our
value of it all, and they become the pacity to handle a war order of half a
DE KRAKER & DB KOSTER, dealsettler, living three miles north of the
neighboringcity have seen what the
warmest friends of the expert. Occa- million shrapnelshells.
city, had the misfortune of losing a
era
In all kinds of fresh and salt
The
shells .would be about 29 inches movies really consistof. That the movATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES
sionally a man fresh from college but
valuable team of four-year-oldhorses,
ing pictureshow can be regulated along
in
length
and
four
inches
in
diameter
meata.
Market on River Avenue.
JAMES J. DANHOF
Saturday. While unloading potatoes without the necessary amount of ex- and are bored out of cold rolled shaft- a sane, high-class moral line without
Citizens
Phone 1008.
perience is given this position, and the
LAW OFFICE
from his wagon in a box car, on the
hardship to the movie man or without in
ing nnd made to an exact size.
farmer can floor him in a discussionon
Fifth street switch, the spring-seaton
The Than taking the contract will be jury to the men, women and children 3 and 4 Akeley Block, 200 Washingthe manner of taking charge of certain
the wagon tipped over and scared the
given sixty days to get into shape and that patronize these places has been ton St. Office Phone, Bell 453 Gram
dr. N. K. PRINCE
emergencies. Such students make the
young team. They started in a full
thoroughlydemonstrated in Holland Haven, Mich.
farmer distrust an outsider,and there- thirty days to make the first shipment;
Veterinary
Physician and Surgeon
run and rushed headlong from Harringthe order to be filled by Dec. 31, 1917. thanks to the efficiency of a sensible
fore care should be taken to get a man
Night Calls promptly attended to
ensor
board.
Here's
hoping
that
Zee
ton’s dock into Black Lake, wagon
DIEKEMA,
KOLLEN
A
TEN
CATE
This means about 20,000 shells per
of experience.
Phone
Holland Mich.
potatoes ami all. The horses were
month and the price would range from land will adopt the movies.
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
o
drowned before any one could rescue In Kent county, they have an Advis $2.75 to $3.75 each depending on the
Office over First State Bank. Both
DRY CLEANERS
ory board of .1(1 members, an executive size, and it is figured that the profit
them.
Good Time Enjoyed Night at the Phones.
board, meeting the third Wednesday in would he from $1.00 to $1.25 each. An
The Holland Cleaners, 9 East Eighth
Third Reformed Church by High
every month and a Finance committee. inspectorwould be placed in the shops.
Street. Citizens phone 1528. Dying,
TWENTY YEARS AGO
School and College
The members of the Advisory board When a ear is loaded he gives a certifi
LOUIS H. OSTERHOUS
cleaning, pressing.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Harkema could be chosen in this county at the
PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY
cate which with the bill of lading is al
—a daughter.
The students and faculty of Hope
annual spring election. The local or tached to sight draft for the amount
BANKS
Practicesin all State and Federal
‘‘Turk ” owned by Allie Van Raalte Kani^a,io^, whiph uPPort,, the expert of the shipment;nil payments being collegeand High school were entertainTHE
FIRST STATE BANK
Courts.
Office in Court House
ed Monday night by the Christian Encarried away the purse that was hune an<* w,li‘ h ,ias to
,'8 to the made in New York.
Grand
Michigan. Capital Stock paid In ..........50,000
up in the free for-all at the Alleiran ^tnes9 0* ,^,e andidate, is ns a rule
If the contract is cancelled before deavor society of the Third Reformed
Surplus aud undivided profits 50,000
fair last week. The amount
nia‘,e UP of farn^r8- said that the being filled an agreed price will be church, about 300 being present. As
Depositors Security................ 150, ooo
to
board of supervisors,from whom the paid for the unfilled part of the order each person entered the door, he was
board
PHYSICIANS
AND
SURGEONS
4 per cent Interest paid on time
funds mu
must be obtained to start the approximatingthe profit.
tagged with his named and another
depoeiu.
family
name
to
be
used
later
in
finding
project,
are
the
hardest-headed,
most
J.
JMersen,
Corner
Tenth
and
Cenfifteen years ago
If you know of any firm havisg the
Exchange on all business centers
stubborn lot of men he had ever known, proper facilities for taking care of this the rest of his group.
tral Ave. Citizens Phone
A very pretty wedding was solemnizdomesticand foreign.
and didn't see how God permitted them order, please advise this office.
Blank booklets were also given each
1416.
Beil Phone
, at too home of Mr. and Mrs MarkG. J Diekema, Prea.
person to be filled with the signatures
141
Yours truly,
ham, .'117 East Eighth street Wednes- to walk the earth. Then he carefully
looked over the audience ami asked in a
of those present.
J. W. Beardslee. V. P.
Fred M. Briggs,
their dauKhter Helen guarded voice if any supervisors were
After some time had been spent in
Division Freight Agent.
MUSIC
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
getting acquaintedwith the rest of
h mar present, but as nobody volunteered to
start anything, wc presume that there BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS CAN one’s family and the neighbors, chairs Cook Bros. For the latest Popular Capital stock paid in ............ $50,000
The bride was beautifullyattired in were none.
were arranged and the program was songs and the best In the music line Additionalstockholder’s li&bilwhite organdy and carried bride’s Questions were then asked by differ- NOT PUT LIGHTS IN ALLEYS,
started, everything being very informal. Citizens phone 1259. 37 East Elghtt.
......................... ........... 60,000
FIND IT ILLEGAL.
Later light refreshmentswere served Street.
Deposit or security ................ 100,000
ie7aofTr b^idpm*i,, Mi“ Ge,,ie Dao- ent members of the audience and many
^r?f ®rand RaP d-. was dressed in other interestingfacts were brought out
while the musical program was still bePays 4 per cent interest on Savings
n v and rarrie,i l,inh roses. concerningthe choosing and work of Stephan Says “Business Men Should ing carried out. The new students LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH
Deposits
Be Public-Spiritedand Dedicate
made many new aAjuaintnuces and
da
? 0,bofne’ niece of ,hp bride, a county agent.
DIRECTORS
daintly dressej in white, made a very
Scott-Lugera
Lumber
Co.,
236
Rlvei
President Landwehr then called on
were invited to attend the young peoAlleys to the City.
A. Viacher, D. B. Keppel, Daniel Ten
pretty ring bearer. The groom wai Isaac Van Dyke, president of the ZeeStreet. Citizensphone 1001
ples’ meetings.
Cate, Geo. P. Hummer, D. P. Yntema.
Following is a resume of the program:
At the meeting of the Board of PubJ. G. Rutger.
Chicago ^ Mr Harry Car»,enter of land Business mens’ Association, who
thanked the Holland hosts for their lic Works held .Monday night the ques- piano solos, A. Sywassink, Earl Kardux,
UNDERTAKING
The parlors were decorated with hospitality in behalf of the Zeeland vis- tion of installing lights in the alleys as Nellie Meyers, Helen Bell; piano duets,
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
JOHN
8DYKSTRA, 40 EAST
itors, and stated that they were strong- requested by the Board of Police and Irene Wiram and Jeanette Knoll, Slagh
in f POtted !1,ant9 and the dining
EIGHTH
Street.
Citizens
phone
FRIS ROOK STORE
room in ferns and carnations.
ly in favor of supporting a farm expert Fire Commissionerswas taken up ami boys; violin solos, Ed Steketee, Edner
1267-2r.
Books,
Stationery, Bibles, Newsin Ottawa county.
Rlngh;
vocal
solos,
Mrs.
Prakken,
Miss
although the Board is desirous of seepapers, and Magazines
ten years ago
Austin Harringtonthen reported on ing these alleys properly lighted to (jerard, Fannie Plasman, Hazel Kuhl,
30 W. 8th
Phone 1749
The death of Mrs. Gerrit Grissen or- recent progress in the making of good serve as a protection to the patrolmen, Cora Leenhouts, Marion Sywassink;
DR. A. LEENHOUTS
roads, and he declared that good roads still legallythe City Attorneyhas giv- Quartette, KnickerbockerSociety
DRUGS AND SUNDIES
EAR— NOSE— and— Throat
va,t Raalte
Hr,i,da-VAvenue.
al her home
and good farms go hand in hand. He en a ruling that the city could not in- High School girls: and a very prett’v
South \an
pointed out some of the changes made stall them as it would he placing lights little Dutch selectionby the Misses LilDOESBURG,
H. R., DEALER IN
Office: Corner of 8th Street and
Abel Mannes and Miss Deaa Jansen during his three years in the work. A.
River Avenue
on
private
property.
None
of
the alleys lian Van Dyke and Olive Bertsch.
DRUGS,
medicine,
paints, oils, toilet
were married Wednesday afternoTat La Huia, and C. J. Den Herder, of
articles.Imports and domestic
are public property although several
OFFICE HOURS
Zeeland, were railed on, and both sig- attempts have been made to induce the
brothir'u-n,h,Ihome
lhe bride’,
bro kor Wjlhem
J,„wni of
0„ Pinp
str
MAY SEND GIFTS TO LEPERS— to 6:30 p. m. Dally 7:30 to 9:30 cigars. Citizens phone 1291. 32 E.
nified their approval of having a counEighth Street.
property owners to give the city a right
p. m. Tuesday and Saturday
MOST ANYTHING ACCEPTABLE
monv. '
cere- ty expert, and cited certain instances of way through each business block,
evenings
only
where experts had greatly benefitedthe but every attempt has failed.
MISS HELENE PELGRLM
No Office Hours in the morning or
of1hi!U i!"' aad
frederi!* farming countries.
and Useful on Sunday.
Teacher of Plano
Mr. Stephan in speaking to the News Good for Christmas-Time,
of thu city were married Thnredav afResolutionsconcerning the promoting
At AU Times.
Cltz. Phone 1460
Tuesday morning said that if the mer
forme”
0,,,|°''k
of the of the county expert plan were then
Residence 107 West 12th St.
former , pare,,,, Mr. a,„l Mr,. j„h„
enor,
give their alleys to the ‘"i
city,
and dediPLUMBERS AND ROOFERS
Presents are desired this year for the
be presented to the board of supervis..... I)ENrT‘l8TS
K'l,a»p- Tl"‘ ""r<"N“"'cate them to the city’s use, then the
Lepers in ninety Oriental Stations or TYLER VAN LANDEGEND, Dealer
ors next week. I). Heitsemaand Win.
city would make all necessary improve
Dr. James O. Scott
Asylums,and for the inmates of thirty
De Dree gave their hearty endorsement
Windmills, Gasoline Engines.
merits,by opening the alleys in the
Dentist
Homes
for
Untainted
Children
of
these
the plan, and Att. J*. N. Clark of
Pumps and Plumbing Supplies. Cltz
^ a“r.f,c“."pderWi" “,ak" ,h- 'ome of
Hours: 8 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p- m.
Zeeland invited the businessmen of business district, the merchantswould Lepers.
phone
1038.
49
West
8th
Street.
be better protected thru their police ami
32 East Eighth St. Holland, Mich
Holland to visit Zeeland Thursday afChristmas presents are also needed
also through their tire departmentsns
hunting club and farmers ternoon, suggesting the slogan, “Ex now it is practicallyimpossible for any for the Lepers in two colonies for
change Smiles.”
lepers in the United States. One of
unite in suppressingPROA committee composed of G. Cook, fire apparatus to got anywhere back of
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miscious HUNTING.

F. White and C. J. Lokker was

ap-

pointed to bring the matter before the

The Bear Creek Hunting club is tile
name of the organization effected recently m Heath township, in Allegan
county among the Iftid owners to pronib, t hunting and trespassingthere.

farmers at Zeeland Thursday, and
then President Landwehr brought the
evening to a close in a haze of blue

’The farmers complain that the hunters
irom Grand Rapids, Holland, Allegan
and other cities come on their farms every full and winter and do a great deal
of damage. Under the new law, a man
who hunts on property without first obtaining permission N guilty of trespass. and the officers and members of
the dub propose to prosecute anyone
found on any property belonging tc
tncir club. Rome of the farmers in
the western portion of Monterev township are in sympathy with the ‘purpose
of the dub and will jAin in effort to
protect their land and the game on it
from outside hunters.One re:. son is
tin- move of the men interestedin the
club on Dailey bayou and Hemlock

ARNOLD MULDER ACCEPTS POSI
TION OFFERED BY STATE
BOARD OF HEALTH

smoke.

Arnold Mulder has accepted the position as publicity agent tendered him
recently by the State Hoard of Health
and he has already entered upon his duties in connection with the new work.
.Mr. Mulder wjjl continue to make his
home in Holland ami he will visit the
various counties of the state while the

campaign is on in each.
Last week he spent a few days in
Wexford county getting the newspapers and other publicityagencies in line

for the campaign that is to start there
not only forbid any on Tuesday of this week. The county
hunting on their prol-Tty but .they that will be visited immediatelyafter
have leased hundred. -jrof a< reo of flat’s the work has been completedin Wex-

point. They

ford is Barry, and after that the State
it Wark, and hunting is
Board of Health Workers will come to
prohibited there also. That territory
formerly was enjoyed as a hunting Ottawa. Benj. A. Mulder has taken
charge of the editorial work of the Senground by the Holland hunters.
tinel nnd is being assisted by Carrol
Van Ark, a recent graduate from the
Peculiar Auto Accident at Allegan— High school.

from Week

these is located in Massachusetts; the
other in Louisiana.The latter shelters
110 Lepers; some of them ehildr»n.
Shall we help the lepers in the Philippine Islands to have a Christmasthis
year? There are 3600 in this one Philippine Colony, for which the Government provides only actual necessities.
Many of the Lepers feel thaTl they
that
are serving a sentence,so that the rest

the store buildings.
Mr. Stephan stated further that if
the merchants did not want to give the
alleys then let them put in their own
lights which can be done at a nominal
expense.
Another matter that came up for consideration was the suggestion made

by one of the

members

resolutionsbe passed in behalf of John
Van Dyke who was killed recently by a
live wire while working for the city.
The board members thought that the
passing of resolutionswas silly and out
of place and would do very little to
help the widow when aid was so necessary, ami alt ho Mrs. Van Dyke will ho
drawing $7.50 for three hundred weeks
under the workingmens ’ compensation
act still there are a great many expenses that have to be met and the board
thought it wiser to aid the widow along
more substantial lines. Therefore the
board has decided to pay all funeral
expenses nnd doctor bills anil to keep
an eye upon the family to see that they
are not in want. This they considered
was a more fitting tribute than mere
words could express.

-

-

Unlndentlfied.

try.

JEWELRY

AGED WOMAN FALLS

A peculiar auto accident happened in
Allegan Thursday. A boy came coasting down “depot hill” with a Ford
machine the auto struck the bridge at
the foot of the hill. The impact drove
the engine into the body of the car, and
when the lad was picked up it found
that he was seriouslyinjured. He was
rushed to John Robinson hospital ami
is unconscious.The peculiar part of
the whole affair was that the boy is
not known in Allegan nor has anyone
«ver seen this particular Ford car before.

Holland and Chicago

or articles of personal adornment, toys,
books, pictures, dolls, etc., for the chib
«lren. For the older persons, practically the same things that would appeal
to |K>or people of the United States
would please the Culion Lepers.
Owing to the inercas^-uncertain! v
of delay in transportation,due to tho
European War, Money, to be used in
Purchase of suitable gifts on the field
or a little Christmas treat for a number of patients,will be surest to reach
the field on time nnd be most economically forwarded. Besides, money in
the Orient has a larger purchasing
power than the same sum in this coun-

__

Boy or Ford Car

CHICAGO STEAMERJ^Daily Service between

of mankind may not be afflicted.
Send anything in the line of dress,

For those who desire to send presents that will be of greater value, next
TICKETS TO BE RESERVED AT to money, the following suggestions are
HARDIE’S
STORE made of things acceptable and usable
at all seasons of the year.
OC. 21 FOR HOPE COLLEGE
Bandages; made of old clean linen
LECTURE COURSE
or cotton; all lengths; from one inch
to four inches wide. A safety pin
DOWN Tlic Hope College Lecture Course with each bandage. Pieces of cotton;
Ti'-ket selling staff commenceswork
four yards long.
STAIRS BUT WILL RECOVER
this week. There will be n man for
Red bandana, or other colored hand
each class in the college, one man for
kerchiefs; all sizes— shoulder shawls.
Dr. Thomas received ji hurrv call to the Preparatory department, several for
Remnants or piece goods, especially
the homo of .Mr. Anson Paris, rural the city nnd one man each for surroundof colored or figured eloth. Dolls;
mail carrier, living at 148 East 17th ing communities.The first number on
black headed; not wax. Knitted or crostreet and found upon his arrival there this year's Course will be a concert, and
that Mrs. Simmons’ grandmother of will take place on the evening of Oc- cheted scarfs; one and three quarters
Mrs. Daris, had fallen dowmstairs, tober 22. Hnrdie’s Jewelry store will yards long, nine inches wide. Penknives, small mirrors, old Spectacles,
striking her head on the floor of the again be official headquarters, and the
underbodies for
basement. Although she is S3 years tickets will have to be reserved there eVe-shades.
women; small sizes, flocks in bright
old, the doctor thinks that no serious Oct. 21. The course this year js the
wool; all shades. (For China, white is
results will follow. Hho sustained a best iu the history of the institution,
scalp wound in her full in the base- the first concert alone costing in th* preferable.)Hard candies securely boxed or bottled; no soft candies. Small
ment.
neighborhood of $500.
money gifts to defray cost of transo

Graham and Morton Line

Warm

Leave Holland at 8:00 p. m,

Daily.

Leave Interurban Pier 10:30 p. m. Daily.
Leave Chicago 7:00

p.

m. Daily, running via. St.

Joseph, except on Saturday nights the steamer runs

toHolland direct.
Close connectionsare made with the G. R., H. & C. Interurban for
Grand Rapids, Saugatuckand intermediatepoints,and with the Steam

Railways for all CentralMichigan.
The right is reservedto change this schedule without notice.

LOCAL PHONES:

John
CUmko

Citizens 1081; Bell

78.

Kress, Local Agent.

S.

Dock, Fool of

Wibash

Aye.

Chicago Pboio 2162 Coital

Holland City News
HOPE COLLEGE FORGING TO THE
FRONT AS THOROUGH SEAT

Mlacelknooufl Program Given In Hon-

PAGE
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ONE DAMAGE SUIT AND ONE DIVORCE CASE, REPRESENTED
HOLLAND IN CIRCUIT COURT
SATURDAY.

the renter and whole length of «aid part of that by virtue of the power of sale, and in fhe middle line of highway running Northeast
raid Eighteenth Street he roxered with grarel pursuanceof the statute in such case made and Roulhwestintersectingsaid land, and ia
to a uniformthicknem of eight tnchea, that and provided, the said mortgage will be fore- five acres more or less. Raid premises prevthe gravel he graded in xiie from 4 Inrh cob- closed by a sale of the premises therein de- ious to the 21st day of Decemrer,1890, had
OF .LEARNING.
Esveld
ble al'-ne to One hank gravel; and that »uch scribed.at public auction, to the highest bid- been owned and occujded by Harlow Bacon.
grading, graveling and improvementthall in- der. at the North front door of the Court Also all that part of Lot Five (6) In Rection
clude
the ronutrurtion of the neremary curb- House in the City of Grand Haven in said Thirty (30) in Town Five (5), North of
reception for the Rev. J. W. Es
ing guttera,manholei, ratrh batini and at>- County of Ottawa, on the Twentiethday of Range Fifteen (15) West, which is bounded
veld
and
family
was
held
in
the
parTwo
cases
from
Holland
were
filed
in
THIRTY-FIVE
tiroarbcain «aid portion of eaid street,said December, A. D. 1915, at 2:00 o'clock in (he as follows: Hounded on the North and North
lors of the M. E. church Thursday eve circuit cuort Saturday. One is a claim iroj-rovementbring considereda necessary
afternoon of that day; which said premises cast by the North and Northeast lines of said
TER GREEK.
ning. A large number of the members by the Chicago Warehouse, Silo and public improvement;that such grading, grav are described in said mortgageas follows,to Lot Five (5), and on the South and Southand friends attended and a most enjoy- Fixture Co., against the Holland Lum- eling and improvinghe done in accordance wit: The following described land and prem west by the East and Northeast lines of thewith the plats, diagrams and profileof the isea, situated in the City of Holland. County ten acres of land heretofore sold by Raron
That Hope College is making rapid
able evening was spent.
ber and Supply Co., for $1000 damages work, prepared by the City Engineer and of Ottawa and Htato of Michigan, vii: Lot to Coatswortlhand of which, deed Is on
strides as a good thorough educational
The re arrangementof the seats, the for alleged breach of contract.
now on file in the office of the City Clerk
numbered Three (S) in Wabeke's Addition record In the office of the Register of D»edn
institution
healthy moral suruse of rugs, tables, draping of red and
The other is a suit for divorce filed that the cost and expense of such work and to the City of Holland, according to the re for Ottawa County. Michigan;and on the
roundings is shown from its very rapid
improvement, with the necessary curbing,
plat thereof,of record in the office of Southeast side by the Northwestside of the
white paper ribbon and a profusion of by Rika De Boer against Richard De gutters,manholes, catch-basinsand ap corded
growth.
the Register of Deeds for said County of Ot- highway rinning southwesterly throughsaid
plants and cut flowers, gave to the Boer.
rroai-hes as aforesaid be paid partly from tawa. together with all tenements, heredita Lot Five (5), being fifteen acres of land
The student enrollment is .'194 in the
more or less.
main room a beautiful and home like
Mrs. Lucy De Boer had brought suit the General Street Fund of the city, and menu and appurtenancesthereunto belong
in the academic department.This docs
partly by special assessmentupon the lands, mg,
Dated this 8th day of September 1915.
appearance.
against her daughter-in-law,Mrs. Dick lots and premises abutting upon that part of
LAl'RA E. Mr BRIDE,
Dvled this Twenty Second day of Heptem
not include the hundred odd students
The opening number of the program De Boer for malicious destruction of 18th street between the west line of River ber, A D. 1915,
Chas. H. Vr
Mortgagee.
that are studying in the school of muwas music by Brink's orchestra.Words property, alleging that nearly every Avenue and First Avenue,as follows:
EDWIN J. WHITE,
Attorney for Mortgagee.
sic which is growing more popular each
Total
estimated
cost
of
grading,
graveling
HENRIETTA WHITE,
Business Address— Holland. Mich.
of welcome and encouragement were window in nor home was broken.
year.
and improvmrnt,including cost of surveys, CHAR.
Me
Mortagees
spoken by Messrs. Binns, Harrington,
A second case as the outgrowth of |ilans, assessment, and cost of construction,is
Attorney
for
Mortgagees,
While other colleges have shown a
(Expires Oct. 9. 1015.)
Gumser and Miles, a^so Dr. Bruske, the I this family row will be tried next week 9fl.75K6H; that the entire amount of $n,75H.
businessAddress — Holland.Michigan.
ialling off for the last two years owing
MORTGAGE SALE
.
O
pastor of Hope
when Dick De Boer will be arraigned 68 be defrayedby special assessmentu|>on
to business conditions,Hope has shown
the lots and lands or parts of lots and lands
WHKREA& default has been made In the
(Expires Oct. 3»)
Rev. Esveld respondedin his usual! for assault and battery upon his moth abutting upon said part of Eighteenth Rtreet,
a steady gain and While other college earnest manner, promising that so far er-in-lnwand in which his wife is the
•ayment of a certain mortgage given by
NOTICE
according to the provisions of the City CharNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that by vlr- Loren to Lawrence and Adella M. Lawrence,
show that their average attendance has
tor:
provided,
however,
that
the
cost
of
im
as lay in his power to make it so, this, | complainant,
tu** of a writ of fieri facias dated .linuary 2U. his wife, of Holland Township,Ottawa couiHf,
decreased, Hope College shows that in
proving the street intersections wher# said
19U, issued out of the l ifcuir Court for the Michigan, to Gerrit J. Diekema. of Holland
his third year
pastor of Holland
part of EighteenthStreet intersects other
their average attendance there has
County of Ottawa, in favor of Henry Pel City, Michigan, which mortgage ia dated the
church should be the bwt.
IS streetsbe paid from the GeneralRtreet Fund grim, as Receiver of C. L. Klffg k Co., against «th d*y of August, 1909, and recorded in tha
been a material gain.
of the rity; that the lands, lots and prem the good* and chattelsand real estate of the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
short miscellaneous program con
The largest class of Freshmen that sisting of a vocal solo by Miss Stella
ises upon which said special assessment shall
Eastern Basket A Veneer Company, a corpOr County. Michigan,on August 9, 1909, in
be levied 'shall include all' the lands, lots and
Liber 76 of Mortgageson page 450.
has ever enrolled is This year, the numPOSITION.
ation,in said county, to me directed and de
Girard, a reading by Mrs. Ruth Fairpremises abutting on said part of said street
AND WFTEREAH said mortgagesontains a
ber being 82. ‘Three-fourthsof these
llvered,I did on the 22nd day of January,
banks, a whistling solo
Mrs. D.
in the city of Holland; and also thtf street in1914. levy u|>on and take all the right,title power of sale which has become operative by
are men and one-fourth ladies. FortyBertsch and a vocal solo by Mrs. Mabel Is Chosen From an Enrollment of Over tersectionswhere said part of Eighteenth 8t. and interest of the said EasternBasket A reeson of the non peymrnt thereof end there
intersectsother streets;all of which lots
now due on aeid mortgage the sum of
three have taken up the study >)f Latin
Veneer Company In and to the following de
Smith' was enjoyed. Punch and wafNine Hundred Instructors
lands and premises as herein set forth,to be
Eighty five Dollars (985.00) and an attorney
and thirty-five will try to master the ers were served by Mrs. H. Harringscribed real estate, that is to say, all that
fee of Fifteen Dollars ($15.00) provided for
designated and declared to constitute a specertain piece or parcel of land situated in
Creek. This condition is unusual in ton, Mrs. B. Harris and Miss Stella
in said mortgageand hy the statutes of tha
cial assessment district, to defray that part
the City of Holland, County of Ottawa and
any classicalcollege,and eclipses by
State and no proceeding at law or in equity
of the cost of grading, graveling and improvMiss
Linda
Bahr,
who
for
several
described as follows, towit:
Girard.
has been Institutedto recover said mortgage
far any similar class that has lanyears has been a faithfuland thorough ing part of Eighteenth Rtreet in the manner
That part of the southeast quarter of sec debt or any part thereof;
hereinbefore set forth, said district to be
-o
guage periods in any college in the
principalof the Central school a short known and designated as the "Eighteenth tlon thirty in Township five north range flf
HEREBY
teen west, Ottawa County, Michigan,com
•tate. There is little wonder, however, ’IS
time ago left for KnlnmnT’.ooto take a Rtreet Rpecial Rtreet Assessment District," mencingat tha southwest corner of lot six of GIVEN that the property described In said
mortgage will be sold at public vendua to tha
OF
GOVthat Hope is a growing college. Scarcecourse in the State Normal, she had in the City of Holland.
Block Thirteen of Hope College Addition to highest bidder at the north front door of tha
Resolved, that the profile,diagram,plats,
SUCCESS?”
ly a newspaperenn be picked up that
only been at the Normal two days plans and estimate of cost of the proposed the City of Holland on the north aide of Court House, in the City of Grand Haven, on
street,thence west along the north the 11th day of October, at two o'clock In
does not state that a student of Hope
when a call came in for an instructor grading, graveling and improving of Eigh- Twelfth
line of Twelfthstreet to Black Lake, thence the afternoon.
has won a scholarship in Oxford, Chi- Was the Topic Discussed at Meeting of
act ns critic teacher at the Lake teenth Rtreet betweenthe west line of River northeast along the shores of Black Lake to
The property described In said mortgage
Forward Movement Club
and First Avenue, be deposited in a point due north from the place of heginn
cago University, Ann Arbor or some
located In the Township of Holland, OttaCity County Normal school. Out of Avenue
the office of the Clerk for public examination,
ing, thence south, along the west line of Hope wa Countv, Michigan, agd la described as folother well known institutionof learn
an enrollment of 900 who applied for and that the clerk be instructed to give
The
club u.c.
met
i iir Forward Movement
«.uu
ition MIm flahr was the one se- notice thereof,of the proposed improvement College Addition to the place of beginning. lows: Tha south half of tha southwest quaring. You hear of them on the lecture
SUBJECT, however,to the rights held hy ter of the northwestquarter of Section 10,
and of the districtto be assessed therefor, the ChicagoA West MichiganRailway Com Township 5. north of range 1« west.
platforms. They are heard from in the
by y publishing notice of the same for two
I Dated
**• *
W«to;.
Lincoln
The
thp,P8t„e
BoaJ(,
„f
F„„IP>:
Holland. Michigan,
July 8, A. D,
pany and the Holland A l.ake Michigan Rail
mission fields and from the pulpit.
weeks, and that Wednesday, the twentieth
for he,
ition
way Co., their' successors and assigni for 1015.
This all goes to show that the ground- ee for rol e.l eon.,.te,l of r«poBM. tjon >nil |lh(,
day of October, 1915, at 7:30 o'clock p. m sidetrack purposes, and being the same prop
GERRIT J. DIEKEMA.
inv
be and is hereby determinedas the time erty conveyed by a certain deed dated March Georr* F.
work of a student’s education received to the question ‘Is Our Present AlderMortgage*.
manic
System
Municipal
Govern1 •
• •
when
the Councilwill meet at the Council
r.t Hope is thorough. The reason for
Attorney for Mortgagee.
llth, 1907, from C. L. King A Co., to the
Rooms
to
consider
.any
suggestions
or
obEasternBasket A Veneer Co . and recorded
Basinesa Addreaa:
this is not clone the efficiency of its ment a success f”
jectionsthat may be' made to said assessment
(Expires Oct. 16, 1915)
in Liber 124 on page 488. In the office' of the
These responses were n sort of preHolland, Michigan.
teaching staff but the attentiongiven
district,improvement,diagram, profile and
register
of
deed*
of
Ottawa
County,
Michl
PROPOSED LATERAL SEWER
lude to the reading of a most excellent
estimate of cost.
O
individual students in their studies.
gan.

or of the Return of Rev. J.

FORTY-THREE STUDY LATIN
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OUR PRESENT ALDERMANIC
SYSTEM
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«uh
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of

Too often in the larger collegesstudents urn out to be failures because
the student invidually does not come
in contact or receive the aid from the
instructor the way they do in Hope
College Too often a students wrestles
with his subjects alone and is left to
shift for himself and many times he
goes on the wrong tack, while in
Hope the attention paid by the professors to the indivdual keeps him steering in the right direction. Parents

^

at

„pw

Kollen.

paper by Mr. I). Miles on the “Com
mission Form, of Government.”The Twenty-FifthStreet Between State Street
and tha East Lina of Sooth Heights Addireader was heartily in favor of this
tion.
system making the claim that it was
CITY OP HOLLAND, MICHIGAN:—
more businesslike,more efficient and
City Clerk's Office, September 27. 1915.
economicalthan our present slip-shod
Notice is hereby given that the Common
way of doing business,ns it would re Council of the City of Holland, at a session
Wednesday.Sept. 15. 1915, adopted the
place our wrangling boards by direc- held
following
*

Factory October 15.

The Decature factory started to cut
beet the first part of last week and
the farmers in that vicinity have already been hauling. There the beets
ripen earlier because Decatur is con
siderably further south than the Michigan factories. The 8t. Louis factory
will begin cutting on October 15 and at
Holland it will either be the 15th or
the 20th of October, which is all owing

-

Diekema,Kollen A Ten Cate,

o

Hon. Edward

P. Kirby,

Judge of Probate.

Attorneys for Plaintiff.
Business Address:
Holland. Michigan.

—

I'reaent

Sheriff.

In the natter of tho oatato of

Jeremiah Crowley, deceased.

(Expire* Dec. 4)

Colin P. Campbell having Bled

MORTGAGE SALE

default haa been made in (he in said court his final account as
conditions of payment of the money secured
special adminibtralor and big final
hy three mortgages, one of which mortgage*
ia dated the tlrst day of June, A. D. 1901, ex
account as executor of said (state
ecuted hy Emily T. Metialf. of the Townahlp
his petition .praying for the
of Holland, County of Ottawa, Stale of Mich
igan, to Laura E. Me Bride, of the City of allowanceof said accounts.
Holland, County of Ottawa, State of Mich
igan, which morlgage waa recordedin the
It it Ordered, That the
office of the Register of Deeds, of the County
of Ottawa, in Liber 66 of mortgag.**on page 18th dav of October, A. D. 1915,
386. or. the Third day of June A. D., 1901,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon at
»t 8 a. m.
whereas, the amount now claimed to be I said probate offirf, be and is hereby
due on said mortgage and the note accomL„„
•
"
panyinf same at the date of this notice ia a p»|'POinH(l for hearing Haiti petition

WHEREAS,

and

.

|

I

wi

-i

i

•

p

sum Of (tne- Thousand Seventy Seven Dollar* and for the examining and allowinfl
and Fourteen Cent* ($1077.14)of principal),
*»
of October., A- I). 1915 and interest,and the Attorney feeprincipal| 8aj(| accounts.
That the lands, lots and premises upon
which said special assessment* shall be at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at sair sum of Twenty five (925.00J Dollars, pro
It la Further Ordered, That publlo
vided for in said mortgage.
levied, hail include all the private lands. - probate office, be and U hereby ap
AND WHEREAS, default haa hern made notice thereof ha given by publlcattoa
'ot* and premise! -lying within the special!
.
-i
assessment districtdesignated by a red line . pointed for hearing Raid petition; in the conditions of payment of the money of a copy of this order, for three sue*
secured hy another of said mortgagesdated
'n the diagram and plat of said distrietbv
It Is Further Ordered, That publli the Fourteenth day of June, A. I)., 1911, *>xe ceislve weeks previous to salifday ot
the Common Council, in connectionwith
hearing. In the Holland City News a
the construction of the said sewer, all of notice thereof be given by oubllca- ruled by the aaid Emily T. Metcalf, of the
which private lots, land* and premise*are tlon of a copy of this order, for Township of Holland,County of Ottawa, newipaper printed and circulated la
State of Michigan, to Laura K. McBride,of aid county.
hereby designated and declared to constitute
three successiveweeks previous to
,

fund. $62.63.

25th

•

day

,

,

1

t»<i* f’tfv of Holland. Countv of Ottawa. State
of Michigan, which mortgagewas reco/ded in
the office of the Register ui Deeds, County ol
Ottawa, in Liber 104 of mortgageson page
95 on the Fifteenth day of June A D.. 1911,
at 8:20 o'clock A. M.

a special sewer districtfor the purpose of
special assessment, to defray that part of said day of hearing. In the Holland
the cost and expenses of constructing« City News a newspaper printed and
-ateral sewer in said part of Twenty Fifth | circulated In laid County.
street in the manner hereinbefore set forth
and as heretofore determinedby the ComEDWARD P. KIRBY,
mon Council, said districtto be known and
(A true copy.) Judge of Probate
designnted "East Twenty-FifthStreet SpeOrrle Slulter.
cial Sewer AssessmentDistrict."
Register of Probate.
Resolvedfurther, that the City Clerk be

ii*-

1

chance of arrest.
The hunters’ season started yesterday. The greater number of licenses
were not filled out at the clerk’s office
until the last weeks and then applica
tions came in great numbers. Clerk
Jacob Glerum believes the number will
be greatly increased in the next few
days.
Each license issued means $1 and

-

A

HANS DYKHTIS.

i

-

.

STATE OF

'

o
The sugar campaign of the HollandSt. Louis Sugar Company will soon be
SEASON OPENED FBI
gin Extensive repairs have been made DAY; HUNTERS FORCED TO
at all the factories and nothing has
OBSERVE NEW RULING
been left undone that will hinder the
sugar campaign from running smoothly
Four hundred and thirty-fouris the
Weather such as we are having to exact number of hunters’ licensesissuday is very beneficialto the sugar ed hy County Clerk Jacob Glerum un
crop and a continuationof this weather der the new statute since the first day
will help the results materially.
of September. That number is far in
The crop will be large in tonnage, advance of former years within the
but not quite so good in sugar content. specified time and it is believed the
In other words there will be more and number will increase during this week
larger beets but the percentage of su — the first of the winter hunting sea
gar will be less on account of the son.
Under the new law every man who
heavy rains. Thus far the tests have
shown that , the percentageis lower goes into the woods to do shooting of
anv sort for game birds or animals,
However, if the weaMier continues fa•
must carry a license or stand fair
vorable this may also vary to degree.

GAME

tawa

—

THE
^

bate Court for the County

,

people of this city trade with mail or
der houses! ”. A couple of new mem
here were added to the club.

-

Expires Oct. 10'

STATE OF MICHIGAN—

Resolved, that a lateral sower be constructAt a session of said Court, held
«d in Twenty-Fifthstreet between State at the Probate Office In the City of
Rtreet and the east line of South Heights
Addition snd that said lateralsewor be laid Grand Haven In said County, on the
at a depth and grade and of the dimensions prescribed in the diagram plan and pro- 27ih day of September, A. I). 1915.
file snd in the manner required by the specificationsfor same, provisionallyadopted by
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby,
the Common Council of the City of Holland. Judge of Probate.
September 15. 1915. and now on file in the
In the matter of the estate of
office of the Clerk, that the cost and expense
of constructing such lateral sewer be paid
Cat her inn O. Dinkeloo Deceased.
partly from the general sewer fund of said
rity. and partly by special assessmentupon
Wilbatu Dinkeloo. huMDtf filed in
lands, lots, and premises of private property
nwoers abutting upon said part of Twenty- said court bis petition praying that
Fifth street and being adjacent to said lateral
Ra'd court adjudicateand determine
sewer, and such other lands, lots and premises as hereinafterrequired and specified, as- I tvllO WCrO lit the time OI her death
sessed accordingto the estimatedbenefits
i he
epq! her** of •odd d*pea«ed and
thereto determinedas follows: Total estimated cost of lateralsewer, f 427. 83.
entitled to inherit the real estate of
Amount to be raised by special assessment
on private propertyaccordingto estimated which said deceased died seized.
benefitsreceived, 9365.20.
It is Ordered, That the
Amount to be paid from the general sewer

the people. This commissionform of
government,notwithstanding the reader’s able idea in its favor was rather
<-ould do worse than rending their chil- roughly handled in the discussion
dren to Hope college for an educa- which followed.The members present
were unanimously against these one
tion.
man powers as it would destroy the
democracy of our governments and
HOLLAND ST.LOUS SUGAR CO.’S would tend to centralizegraft. It was
PLANTS TO RESUME (DERAclaimed that our present government
was able to do the same things that
TIONS SOON.
were urged for the commission form of
DECATUR, INDIANA FACTORY government if only those officers tha*
were elected to do their duty would
STARTS THIS WEEK
do it without fear or favor.
Mr. Henry Vande Water will favor
Holland Factory Will Open About the the club with a paper on “Should the
20th of October and the St. Louis

O

-

All of which -I shall expose for sale ot pubICxpires Oct. 9
lic auction or vendue to the highest bidder at
MICHIGAN— Th« Probat*
at the north front door of the Court House In
the City of Grand Haven in said county, that
Court for tho County of Ottawa.
[being the place of holding the Circuit Court,
At a session of said Court, held
I for the said County of Ottawa,on the 26th
Pro day of October, 1915, a< three o'clock in the at the Probate Office in the City of
aft»rnocn
of
aaid
day.
o£, Ot
Grand Haven, ip said County, on the
Dated this first. day of September, A. !..
.
1915.
20th day of September,
I). 1915.

City Clerk.
Dated. Holland, Mich., Sept. 27. 1915.

resolutions:—

tors, these being directlyresponsibleto

-

-

RICHARD OVKRWEO.

-

—

AND WHEREAS, the amount now claimed
to b* due on said mortgage and the note
accompanyingthe same at the date of (hit
notice is a sum of Five Hundred Thirtyseven Dollars and Thirty three cent* ($537
33) of principal and interest,and the At
(Expires Dec. 18)
torney fee in the aum of Fifteen ($15.00)
Dollars, providedfor in said mortgage.
MORTGAGE SALE
AND WHEREAS, default has been made in
WHEREAS, default haa been made in the
conditions of payment of the money secured the conditions of payment of the money sc
cured hy another of the said mortgages dated
by a mortgage,dated the Twenty-Seventh
iUv or
of August.
Auaiist A.
A l\
D twi..
1912 Pxcrutcd
hv .iacou
Jacob 'h‘* Ki«hth.. u . .. A. D. 1914. executed
•lay
eirnuca iiy
u.i-.l#
hy Ovido U. Metcalf and Frederica Mclcal',
Wabeke and Hubertha Wabeke, his wife, of his
wife, of Reno, Nevada,to I’atrichH. M
the City of Holland, County of Ottawa and
Bride, of the City of Holland,County of
State of Michigan, to Edwin J. White and
Ottawa,State of Michigan, which mortgage
Henrietta White, his wife, of Wichita, Kan wa* recorded in the office of the Register o(
-as, which said mortgage was recordedin Deed*. County of Ottawa, in Liber 111, of
the office of the Register of Deeds of the mortgages on page 399, on the Ninth day of
County of Ottawa, in Liber 108 of mortgages June, A. D„ 1914, at 8:20 o'clock A. M
m page 166. on the Third day of September,
AND WHEREAS, the said mortgage was

’nstruetedto give notice of the proposed con
'‘ruction of s.id l.teral .ewer ij>d of the
specialassessment* to be made to defray part
of the expense of constructing such sewer,
according to diagram, plan and estimate on
81e in the office of the City Clerk, and of the
diatrict in b» assessed therefore,by publication in the Holland City News for two weeks
nnd that Wednesday, October 20. 1915, at
7:30 o'clock P. M„ be and i* hereby determined as the time when the Common Council
and the Board of Public Works will meet at
the Council room* to considerany auggeationa or objection! that may be made to the
construction of said sewer, to said assessments. and aKsessmentdistrict,and to said
diagram, plan, plat and estimate.
A. D.. 1912, at 7:30 A.

-

.

i

*1»>

EDWARD
A True

Copy:

—

P.

KIRBY,

Judg* of Probat*

ORRIE SLUITER,
Regtater of Probate.

Expiree Oct. 9

STATE OF MICHIGAN—
bate Court for
Ottawa.

.

THE

Pr*

the County

•$

In the matter of the estate of
Oerrit J. KoIIhii,deceafied.

Notice is hereby given that lour
months from the 20th day of September,
A. D. 1U15 have been allowed for
creditors to present their claims

|

against said deceased to said court for

M„ and
exam'nationand adjustment, and that
each nonresidents’ license issued
RICHARD OVERWEO.
to the weather condtCons. Mr. Me means $10 which indicates a good in- Sept. 3010c. 7 14,
all creditors of said deceasedare reCity Clerk. due
WHKRK^
"the ttr,:f,0,h;:|B;,i5-“^i^’^
o\hHo‘VandPCorink»yof
on
said mortgage
on
"id
n,orlM'f“
,hp
d,te
1 tawa. State of Michigan, hy an instrument in
Lean superintendent of the Holland crease of revenue from this source.
notice, is the sum of Thirteen Hundred Forty
O
writing to Laura K. McBride, of the same quired to present their claims to said
Seven and 10-100 dollars ($1347.10),of place, hy assignment hearing date the Twen court, at the probate office, in the City
8t. Louis Sugar company told the Sen
(Expires Oct. 16. 1915)
tinel this morning that everything PARENTS-TEACHER8’ CLUB HELD PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTor WEST principal and interest, and the sum of Nine tieth day of July, A. I>„ 1915, and recorded of Grand Haven, in said county, on or
and 75-100 ($9.75) dollar* for fire insurance in the office of the Register of Deeds of said
looked favorable for a good harvest
and the Attorneyfee in the sum of Thirty County of Ottawa,in Liber 99 of mortgages [before the
EIGHTEENTH STREET
FIRST
MEETING
FRIDAY
and when the beets came, all would be
Five ($35.00)dollars,providedfor in said m page 231, on the Twent) first day of July,
20th day of January, A. 1). 1916,
mortgage and by statute, and the wholc A. D. 1915, at 8:30 o’clock A. M.
AFTERNOON.
ready to handle and turn them into
Notire ia hereby given, that at a meeting amount claimed to he due and unpaid on said
[and
that said claims will be heard by
AND WHEREAS, the amount now rlaimed
the granulated article.
of the Common Council of the City of Holland mortgage,it the sum of ThirteenHundred to he due on said mortgageand the note ac
said
court
ot. the 20th day of January,
The first meeting of the Maple Ave held Wednesday, September 15, 1915, the Ninety-Oneand 85 10ft ($1391.85) dollars, rompanyingsame at the date of this notice is
following resolutions were adopted:
and
no
auit
or
proceeding
having
been
insti
nue
Parent-Teachers’
club
was
held
the
sum
of
Six
Hundred
Forty-eight
Dollars
A.
D.
1016
ab leu o'clock in the foreLEAGUE HIGH SCHOOL ADOPTS
Resolved that EighteenthStreet between tilled at law to recover the debt now remain and seventy-two cents ($648.72)of princi
Friday afternoon. The meeting was the
noon.
west
line
of
River
Avenue
and
First
ing secured hy said mortgage,or any part pal and interest, and the Attorney fee in the
EUROPEAN FOOTBALL
opened by Henry Geerlings, president Avenue, be graded, graveled and otherwise thereof; whereby the pewer of sale contained Lum
0f Twenty five ($'-’5) Dollars provided Dated September 20, A D., 1915.
of the club, who spoke briefly of tho improved, and that after the grade work i* in said mortgage has become operative
for in said mortgage.
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
a
road-bed
23
feet
wide
through
NOW
THKRFORK,
notice
is
hereby
given
AND WHKRKAH, the whole amount now
Soccer Foot Ball League Haa Now purpose of the meetings, and of things j'*on,i’,'',,'dJude* of Probate
claimed to be due and unpaid on said three
that
were
hoped
to
he
accomplished
Been Organized
mortgages and the note* aremnpanyingsame
a
new
township
of
that
part
of
the
present
during the year.
(Expires Oct. 9)
ineludii.g principaland interestand insurance
townahlp of HoUand known and designated is the sum of Twenty-twoHundred sixty-three
During the past week Prin. Drew of
Supt. Fell spoke of the need of a NOTICE OF PROPOSED DIVISION
Expires Oct 23
as
Townahlp
five,
North,
Range
aixteen
Weat
Dollars and Nineteen cent* ($3203.19)
HOLLAND TOWNSHIP, OTTAWA
the High school organized a soccer foot rest room and also emphasizedthe ne
and giving to It a sultabl* name; excepting and th.; Attorney fees in the sum of Hixty five
COUNTY, MICHIGAN
STATE OF MICHIGAN—
Proball league, with the idea of getting cessity of co-operation of parents and
from both said proposed townshipsthe puts ($65.00) Dollars, provided for in said mort
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:—
bate Court for the County of Ot
gages
and
as
hereinbefore
*et
forth,
and
no
each boy in school into some form of teachers. Mrs. Whitman gave an out
NOTICE I8 HEREBY QIVEN thU
suit or
ding having been institutedat
tawa.
athletics. This game calls for eleven line of the year’s work. ‘A Hustling dersigned intend to make application to the
haa been made and Mad with the law to recover the debt now remaining
Board
of Supervisorsof Ottawa County, dlvlaion
men on a side, and ns a team is picked Committee” was appointed to urge
Ottawa County Clerk, accompaniedby a map cured hy said mortgage*or either of them,
At a session of said Court, held
Michigan, to divide and alter HoUand Town
in each class, it draws many of the parents to attend the meetings.
of tha present township of Holland and or any part thereof, whereby the i>ower of at Probate Office In the City of
ship, in aaid County, into two townahlp a.
sal" contained in said mortgagesand each of
otherwise non-participantsinto a rousMiss Ver Meulen told of the work of making that part of the .aid iwnahlp’
t^aeSTli S! them has become operative.
Grand Haven in said County, on the
the
Committeee. a
A rending
ing out -door game.
o Welfare
weuare uomraiuew.
remnug and designatedas Township five. North, g5jd s^d of SnpeTrtsor. Hi Its meetingtoNOW THKRFFCHjl' notice i* hereby
1915,
Mother and Israel” by Miss
^ J?
be held Monday. October11, 1915, and ac- given, that by virtue orthe powJk of sale in 5th day of Oct, A.
Each class will play each other class
mortgages, and each of them, contained,
tion
by tha
------- said Board during its October, said
Present:
Hon.
Edward
P. Kirby,
three times, the winning team securing was greatly enjoyed by all. Mrs. J. E. *nd known M
and in pursuance of the statute in such case
1915 session will b* requested.
Telling also rendereda solo that was
made and provided, the said mortgage*will Judge of Probate.
a pennant.
SIGNED AND SUBMITTED, September
he foreclosedby a sale of the premises there
well received.
In the matter of the estate of
in dfarrihed,at public auction,to the highest
John C. Schaap,
A
committee consisting of Miss 3rd, 1916.
bidder
at
th<
North
front
door
of
the
Court
Nellie Pyl, deceased.
High School Students Contesting With
S. F. Kura,
Dehn, Mrs. Fell and Mrs. J. E. Decker,
(Qw F aetz)
[House, in the City of Grand Haven, in the
Charlie Ellander,
Each Other to Be Reporter
Dirk Pyl having filed in
Laid county of Ottawa, State of Mich
was appointed to plan for a rest room, u q. Hatter,
Elberte* Westenbroek,
igtn
the third day of said court his petition, praying that
Klaus Baker,
Albert O. Rlemersma,
December
A.
D.
1915,
et
2:00
o'clock
in
MUton West,
Jacob Van Dyke,
An interestingcontest Is being con
3he afternoon of that date. Ur* aatiafy the the administrationof said estate be
Henry Van Harn,
P. Hanegan,
ducted in the high school. The decision IB Now Expected That Large Audiences Mankall
llaim* securedby said mortgages and thcl
Verdinsuiuott,
Mr*. O. Van Den Beldt,
post of this notice,which said tireml gra 'ted to himself or to some other
Will Greet Entertainers Who Apconcerningwho shall be the Sentinel

—
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L. O. Goan.
Fred Van Wleren,
Bram Wlttevaen,
Bert De Weerd,

John 8. Brower,
F. A. Flacher,

ises ar< described in each and every of said]
suitable person.
mortgage* a* follows,to- wit
| The fallowingdeacrlbed land* and premise*!
It is Ordered, That the
situated' in the Township of Holland, Count)
Wankaxoo Co, (John 0. Everett, Pres.),
of
Ottawa,
State
of
Michigan,
via;
2nd
day of November, A. D- 1915 at
George H. Ogden,
The South five (6) arrea of the parcel of
J. Newton Mind,
ten
o’clock
in the forenoon, at said
land, described as follows to-wit: bounded on
Helen N. French,
Henry Jekel,
the North side by the North lino of the North prohate office be and is hereby apAgnea W. Nlnd,
John Geerts,
west Fractional Quarter (N. W. fcrl. 14) of
Martin J. Wltteveen,
EUke Leeuw.
flection Thirty (30). Town Five (5), North of pointed for hearing said petition,
Range Fifteen (15) West; Northeast by a
It Is Further Ordered,That public
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
that part of Holland Townahlp known as line rommenclng at a point nine chain* (of
Townahlp Five North Range SixteenWeat two rod* each) and twelve and one half linki noUces thereof be given by public*
column of school news to this P*P*r j general that this year’s course is an | COUNTY OF
proposedto be separated from the preaent East from the Northwest corner of said Frac
tlon of a copy of thla order, for three
Jacob Wltteveen being dnly sworn deposes Holland Townahlp and mad* Into a n«w
every
I unusually strong one. The
dates too,
tioral Quarter;running thence East Thirty
and
says
that
he
la a resident and free- *hlp; and that the parties whose names ap- degrees South to Black Lake; on the South- successive weeks previous to said day
Since a representativefootball team have been fixed so ns not to interfere
holder of th* Townahio of Holland In aaid P**r to M»* second column of signatures are east by Black Lake; on the Southwestby a of bearing in the Holland City News,
is prohibited at Hope collegethis year, with any regular weekly meetings. An county;that th* annexed and foregoing no- freeholder*of thaJt part of Holland Townahlp line commencing at a point seventeen chains
a newspaper printed and circulated
the enthusiasticstudents have organ energetic committee of students are tie* waa signed In hie pretence by each known as Township Five North Range
South from the Northwest rorner of said
not. Quarter; runningthence South fifty nine de- In said county.
of
the
parties
whou
denature,
appea?
thereteen
Wert.
And
f^het
ized an intcrclass
j visiting the usual patrons and people
.
gree* East t-» Black Lake; On the West by
P. KIRBY,
Subscribedand aworn to bafore
The first battle
arhefialedfor the town generally. Hardie’, jewel,
.‘(""a ^.r.';
the West line of said Fractional Quarter
(A true
Judge of Probata*
me
this
3rd
day
of
September
Said parcel of land is also known a* a part
Thursday the Juniors meeting the store is again the uptown headquarters I knows each and all of the aaid signers to be
of Lot No. Five (5) of the said Northwest
VwaaV.m«‘n' The Freshmen appeared for and tickets can be obtained there and froeholder*of th* aaid Townahlp of Holland; 1915.
Orrie Sluiter.
Fractional Quarter of Rection Thirty (30)?
KATE
GLERUM,
the at. reaction, moat atao be made
The land hereby conveyed is that part of the
Registerof Piobate.
Deputy County Clerk.
above described i>arcel which llev South of
outlook is bright for the cla*i of ’19. that place.

representative in the school is being
pear on Lecture Course
so heavily contested, that it is to be
decided hy a literary contest. Each
The sale of tickets for the Hope
one of the dozen candidates will write college lecture course is now well una 300 word essay on the subject “Why der way and indicationsare for a big
I want to be the Reported and get up j,ouge when the first number appears
a column of high school news. Th0|Qcfoj)er22. Folders describing the
writer of the essay and column judged | courae have been distributed throughto be tho winner will send in a similarly
cjtv
impression is very

week.

v

league.
i.

"y^da7itn»o.r»nd

^

Jaa. F. Schulllng,
John Wlaaent,
Tltu* Van Haltama,Henry Van Haltama,
Albert O. Kampa,

an(j

OTTAWA

of

a.

mdepon^uj.^

EDWARD

copy.)

Sr.T,

fAOE BIGHT

Holland City

News

BANKERS AT GRAND HAVEN.

ADDITIONAL LOCAL

(Continued from First Page!
have such an ordinance framed during ambitionand controllingpa ation being erend J. Carleton Pelgrim, and to the
the three year* of hi* offlcA A report
niece and faithful home companion of
Dyke Coal Co., is n new Grand Haven is Host to Distinguished
of
the framing of the ordinance in the
coal firm started at Cor. of River i
„ the departedMis* Lera Kollen, ir thei:*
vent graft by dishonest city officials,
GatheringAll Day; Splendid Pronear future eauaed him some satisfac- of Dr. \ an Haaltc^its illustrious found 4ead and sudden bereavement,bidding
Eleverth itreet.
but the mayor said that could not be
gram of Entertainment for Guests
tion, and the arguments concerning this er, was also to Dr. Kollen “the anthe remembjr that their loss is likethe case here. The roll was fhen called
act and its great need in this city chor of hope for [hi*] people in the wise our loss; thr-t their sorrow will
The Star of Bethlehem Chapter • f thand the move that this be done was
proved to wax hot but for the repeated West.”
Eastern Star Lodjte w'll hold its regular Grand Haven Tribune
he our sorrow in the day* to come
carried unanimously. City Attorney Mt'
meeting tonight.
In behalf of the banks and the citi- Bride then moved that a certificate of motions on the part of Aid. Drinkwater As a man, Dr. Kollen inspired our lAnyoiuglJg
— :o:—
that the meeting adjourn. Finally the
zens of Grand Haven, Judge C. E. Soule
“life's race well run,
A group of Hope College Students addressedin welcome one hundred indebtedness be ilsued to the city on re- motion wa* supported and Mayor Bosch deep respect,by virtue of his sterling
character, his puritanic principh*, hi*'
eipt of the funds, but this was pointed
held a hunch party last evening at the bankers of west Michiganrepresenting
sent them home in disgust.
Life’* work well done,
out as cettified in the bill.
lofty ideals, his high sense of honor, his
Lyceum Roller RinV
ns many banking institutions, in the asLife’s crown well won
unwavering
opposition
to
injustice
and
Provide Quarters for ,Park Board.
— :o:
sembly room of the city library at 11
j r^Now come rest.”
wrong
his genuine sympathy with tin
Lambert Been wk eg, who broke his
Postmaster Van Schelven who was A FRIENDLY TOAST TO JAMES
o’clock Wednesday morning. “We are
tJ. B. Nykerk,
weak, the erring and the unfortunate.
cdlhr-hone in a footballmime last Sat
glad, gentlemen of Group Four banks, present,was called on by the Mayor, to
Milton J. Hoffman,
WHITCOMB RILEY
The Faculty hereby extends its sinurpfcy, is recovering nicely
thnt we are accorded this opportunity present his business to the body at this
Elina G. Martin,
cere empathy to the deeply son owing
time. He explained that at the last
A civil damage suit brought by Hugh of welcoming you to Grand Haven,” he
Mrs. and RevCommittee
on Resolution*.
TV
follow in* porm wsa written by Will- daughter and son-in-law,
meeting of the Park and Cemetery
;*ni H. Dixon, of the Interstate Commerce
Bradshav against Walter Sutton which said, “and we are glad thnt the sun is
board
ho
had
been
instructed
to
preC»nimi»»ion. yriterday mornin* in Attorney
was to hr- vc been held tod:.y has been shining upon our convention day.”
Outside the suu had suddenly broken sent the matter of quarters for the M A. Sooy’a office, and wa* *ent to Jame*
postponeduntil Monday.
WhitcombRiley, whose birthdayli today
through the threateningt'loudsand its board meeting! and records to the
— -:o:
by WILL H. DIXON
council.
Heretofore,
the
meetings
have
Mr. and Mrs Win. Rottschaefer and bright rays rushed in upon the gatherHera i to that Riley, wa all lova ao highly.
.n Wilfred returned home yesterdav ing. The eff 'ct was instantaneous.The been held wherever was seen fit, and the Hera' a to the poet, the tunny old Jim, ....
W* *11 lore the poet, and wlah him to know it,
irmn a two week’s visit in Cincinnati, sky of early morning forebode n day of records of this hoard have been kept All or*r the world, wa'ro In lore with him,
OF THE
tain and there was just the slightest by Van Schelven personally. He has Make hi* good birthday,a happy good
Chicago mid other points.
worth day
— to:
trace of disappointment among the con- the valuable records dating from the
fire of 71, the records previous to that Mai e It a day that wUl cheer him along,
Citv Engineer Bowen reported last ventionists.\
Brim up lova' a glaeiea,laddlei and laaalaa,
liiglit that the number of gas tests made
having been destroyed at that time. Oive him love'* blaulng of innahlna and song.
Life
President I). C. Merrill of the assoc to
The request was made by the board
w-'re 22, the highest
and
lion spoke brieflyin announcingto-the
So
hera'e
to
you
RUay,
we
all
lore
you
highly,
the IhucsI , the i\cr; gc being aP7,
that the quarters contain a vault for
bankers the program of the day. He
We have learned to lore you, by loving your
"nLH'i'cl.‘l of the t^sts were below dOO.
these records, as that is the only way
MILWAUKEE,
1 *«ng,
WIS.
said there would be- many more dele— :o:
they can be kept. Upon Jiis desire that We could love and caresi you, and evtr will
gates to arrive on- the early afternoon
blasa
yon,
Several autos decoratedwith flags
the matter be referred to a committee,
trains for registry with secretary H.
A Part of the Best, Broadest and Most Useful Contract Issued.
A» long aa the ba«y old world wags along,
wen in ready at noon to take the Hoi
Aid. Drinkwater moved that they be With tba poets and sagaa, the wlae of all agea,
McKinley, of Grant, Mich., who was
land business men to the Zeeland blowgiven the best room that the city had Forever and ever you win stand on the height,
president.After-completing the several
You can arrange to have any desired part of your Income conavailable# Aid. Vander Yen moved that Your tweet songs are allurrlng,yonr fame li
out
necessary announcementsand rending
enduring,
tinued after death at a moderate cost while you live. Here
the matter be left to the committeemi
Forever and ever to shine in the light.
Vndersheriff Dykhuis has headed a the list of arrivalsthus far, Chairman Public Buildings and Property, and as
is our—
complaintin Justice Robinson's court Morrill dispersed the meeting. Automo- no objection was made, the matter was God Bless yon, Jim RUey, you've made nt all
smUay,
and warrants have been issued far the biles were waiting the gathering. Man- dropped there.
We laugh and we cry with your Jest and yonr
following men who is is alleged speeded nered cars carried the bankers down
The Mayor offered the key of his
*ong,
Washington street and headed for the
on Sunday.
office for use of the Park Board during In the lilt of yonr singing,onr troubles went
•Spring Lake Country Club, where an
— :o:
winging.
Amount $800 payable at death, to pay debts, immethe time they still had no quarters.
Yon have brought ns sweet joy that will aver
The Woman's Guild of Grace church afternoon of outdoor sports was brought
City Workingmen’s Compensation
diate expenses &c.*, $50.00 per month for 20
prolong.
•will hold a baked goods sale Saturday, in order..
Insured
City Attorney McBride then called With the wise of all agee, the poeti and eagaa,
October 9 at tm Holland City (ins ofliee.
years, increased by such dividends as may be
There was an indoor-outdoorbaseball attention to the fact thnt he had been High on tha height la ehlnlng yonr nama.
A nice line of home baked g i-.ds will be game of four inning* between the fat*
Your sweet tongs are alluring,yonr fame Is
appointed as a committeeof one to
enduring,
$10,000
f
apportioned.
on sale.
and the leans with respectivecaptain*, call for bids on the city workingmens' Bright la your nlcha In tha tempi# of fama.
George Abbott and W. D. Health. In compensationfund, and that only two
The regular meeting of the Y. W. C.
this event the handicap of the lean* was bids had been submitted, that of the
Had first payments of $50.00 per month been made during
A. of Hope College will be held in Wi*
two runs per inning. Then there was Travelers’ and the Standard. The rep- FACULTY OF HOPE COLLEGE PASSnants Chapel this evening. Dr. McCreary
another baseball game— between the resentativeof the Travelers' Insurance
ES RESOLUTIONSON DEATH
last year, dividends would increase same to $60.75 per month
will sjteak on “Doctrine — What do you
medium weights. Henry Luidens and company, McBride recommended that
OF DR. KOLLEN.
.believe.”
this year.
John Wilson chose sides for this event. he be asked to explain the matter to
— :o:
The faculty and students of Hope Both games, however,broke up in n the council. Upon tie motion of Aid. The Faculty of Hope College,at its
'College have been invited to attend the row and there was no officialscore for Vander Ven thnt the agent be called first rcgulai ssesion, Friday afternoon,
Cut out and Mail to
lectureof Dean White in Kemelink hall either. Following the baseball sessions upon, the Mayor interrupted with the October 1st, pass ml the following resotonight. His topic is “Service and some of the tennis exerts were furn- statement that he had a matter to set- lutions of appreciation and sympathy
C. A. BIGGEt District Mgr.t Holland*, Mich.
ished tools for that diversion, while tle that Tie wanted to get out of the
Services.”
relative to the passing of Dr. Kollen:
others
drew
off
to
the
golf
course.
On
•— .'o:—
way. He therefore called upon a gen
In the death of Dr. G. J. Kollen, for
112 E. 22nd St., Citz. Phone 2270
Considerable complaint has been com- the programssent to the visitors sever- tlemah waiting in the office, who nd
eighteen years the worthy and efficient
ing in from the Fifth ward that bicycle al days ago the sports were scheduled dressed the council in behalf of the
Without Committing Myself in any Way, I Should Be Glad to
Presidentof our institution,we have
riders are using the sidewalks even for the armory in case of bad weather, property owners along the vacant lots on
lost an inspiringleader, a wise and
See Your Illustration of a
while the streets are passable and that but there was no need for any such 15th and Rivet- avenue, claimingthat
faithfulcounsellor,a kind and sympathey also exceed the speed limit while change.
the council had promised to stop shows thetic friend.
j 20- Payment Life ........ ..._r .......
) Check
* using the walk.
Following are the banks of Grouj and other nuisances from coming there,
While Dr. Philip T. Phelps, the pioOrdinary Life ...................... } Plu
Four of the Michigan Bankers nssocia but allowed the “kids” to play ball
Final examinations Will hereafter b tion represented here today:
neer president, was the inspirer of
( 20-Year Endowment ................ ) Waated
there. He requested that some AM Hope’s high ideals and her unbounded
compulsoryat High school, but a lar«;c State Commercialand Savings Bank,
state why the shows were stopped there,
list of quest io* s from which the test Zeeland State Bank, both of Zeeland;
faith in a glorious future, it remained
Policy in Yonr Company
but the youngsters still played ball on
will Ik* made wall h« given the students First National, Ludington; Bank of
the nperial mission of onr late lamentthnt lot. He claimed that protests on
to study before the test.
Bitely, Bitely; Farmers and Merchants,
My Date of Birth is.,. .......... ...........................
the part of neighbors seemed to have ’d leader to realize these ideals and
— :o:
Lake Odessa; Howard Citv, Howard no effect, and desired that the council that future, and to make our institution
County organization*for woman suff
City; Conklin State, Conklin; First take some action. City Attorney Mi what it is today, second to none among
Name.
»ugr were formed’ when the suffragists
State, Holland; (arandville State, Bride then answered him by saying
Of 'Kent and Ottawa eounties met at
Grandville; Grand Rapids Trust Co.; that shows could be stopped because n the colleges of the state in point of
the- heme of Mrs. Huntley Russ *11 in
Street.
Commercial Savings, Grand Rapids; license was necessary,but a boy with scholarship and equipment. To secure
Grand Rapids lost Wednesday.
Berlin State; LudingtonState; Hersey
a football or baseball needed no license this end, he toiled incessantlywith un— :o:
Town .
It ia said a counter petition is being Banking Co.; Kent State; Holland City- to operate, and that the spot used Ss selfish and untiring zeal, his absorbing
State;
( itizens, Big Rapids; Hesperia
circulatedthrough Holland township op
private property. A warm discusslHn
(losing the dividing of the township. State; Fremont State; Byron Center; followed ns to the right of the city to
This petition It i* said will also be pro Filmier*', Montague; Hudsonville interfere, and the preperty owiihr
xmiimmmiimmiimmiimmiimmiimmiimmirmmiimmimmiimuiimmiimmimiimmiimmiimmnmmiii
sent*d to the Boaid af Supei visors at State; Spring Lake State; Sparta State: was referred to Mr. Vander Veen, own
Old National, Grand Rapids; Peoples' er of the corner lot. The place refer. their***! meeting.
Savings, Grand Rapids; Ramona Pri- red to is used by the High school forit— :o:
4 Tim Formers fif the M.
A will vate; Peoples' Savings, Belding; Cnion bnll team for practicing purposes add
i
give \ dnnNi Tuesday even ng Oct. 12 National, Muskegon; Rockford State; would be a blow to the athletic interests
State
Savings,
Stanton;
State
Savings,
in Woodman hull. lug ha ms live-pie??
of the school to be forbidden to use
orchestra will furnish the music. Ev- Ionia; First State and Savings, Muske- that place.
erybody is invite I to come out and gon Heights; National, Muskegon;
F rnlanation of City’s Duty.
Muskegon Savings; Grant State.
have a good time.
The r "resentative of the Travelers
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Road CommissionerAustin Harpngton reported yesterday that Ik m:l(*s of
new road had been accepted by the
state, the work being scattered around
in various spots. Today A. Harrington
is attending a meeting of Rond Comtnissionersin Berlin relative to the
leMing of a j-itrnct for two ni 'cs of
mid.
:o:

—

Georve Ktekotee, Cornelius Dornbos,
Tieit Slagh and Allie Harris motored to
that famous Hutchins lake again yes
lerday but apparently the fish have all
Ik*' o fished out ns thrv got none. Dorn
*»* changed his sport and shot sever,
duck. On the Way back the Singh
:iuto went over in the ditch; no hones
broken.

TATHER

TRIES TO SAVE HIS GIrI

FROM A MAN'S
•

RUIN.

Mnskegon, Oct. 7—

An

aged man's
losing fight to save his daughterfrom
herself wo* described by Wilbur Pittman, father of Ethel Matilda Pittman,

who

Wunsinq Underwear

'

—

— :o:
Triday night the High school held a
mass meeting and bnnfiie to celebrate
the beginningof the football season,
and the next day the team gave an example of its quality when it defeated
Allegr.uby a 132 to 0 score.
— :o:
Friday is the officialHolland day at
the Zeeland Homecoming. The merchants will attend at this time leaving
Hotel Holland in autos at 2 o'clock.
Those having autos that can be used
will be at the Hotel at this time and
' any wishing to go will be on 'hand
to ride along.
— :o:—
M. A. 8ooy was a Grand Haven visitor Tuesday in the interestof Charles
Spadafore, whose jietion for bankruptcy
was received in the Grand Rapids
court this week. Spadafore is spending
some time in Holland where he has a
wick brother.—tJ. H. Tribune.
— :o;

—
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At\the festivities last evening Hon. Inaurav • company was called before
Wm. Snvidge of Spring Lake was the met ' -r, and spoke to the nldermbn
master of reremonies. An elaborate about the nature of the new require-

I

toast list had been prepared by the lo- ments for the city employees. These
cal program committee, ex-Congressmanemployeesare now working under the
G. J. Diekema and (lay Hollister being law and must be paid compensation. He
among the speakers.
said his purpose in being there at that

!
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o
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MUST VOTE BEFORE THEY

CAN BUY

C. L.

KINO PROPERTY

Several Holland Men Willing To

Fi-

nance the Deal
Bert Slagh who lias taken a great inCommon Council
to buy the King property to be utilized ns a public play ground, a place
for renorters to dock their boats and
also a place w here a swimming pool ear.
be onstructed for the- boys of the city,
is very much opposed to a syndicate
buying this property and afterward
turning it over to the city. He thinks
that the city can buy it just ns easily
us » syndicate can. and iie thinks the
matter should be taken up directlywith
the Bonus Committee and not wait for
two or three years before this property
can be utilized.
“If a syndicate wants part of this
property,”said Mr. Slagh, “why not
have them take all that port south of
HHh street for factoriesand leave that
which is north of 10th street for the
city to be used by them for the purposes suggested.”
Considerable favorable comment has
been made upon the suggestion set
forth by Mr. Kollen and five big business men have told Mr. Kollen that
they would join with him and aid him
in putting over the deal, and no doubt
there will be more to follow.
One thing is sure, that it would be
difficult for the city to buy this property ns it must have the sanction of the
people first by a three fifths Vote and
this could not be done within three
weeks, thus ascertained if it met the
approval of the voters or not.
The sale of the King property will
uo doub^ be a cash consideration and
the city of Holland would not have
money to legally bind the bargain.
terest in inducing the

i

time was to submit a bid to undertake
the compensationof the employees of
this citv. The reason why they are
doing that is because they are in the
insurance business,and the city is not.
A discussion as to whether the company could escape payments in case of
a casualty and the city be responsible
was entered upon, and also ns to the
possible argument of the insurance com
pany that it was due to contrihutary
negligence on the part of the employee.
Upon a motion of Aid. Uongletonthat
this business be given in charge of i
committeeto be appointed by the may
or, the discussion was ended.
Different Mattel s .of Interest.
U. W. Nihhelink asked for permission
to move his house on the comer of 12th
and Pine avenue before the next council meeting, the destinationof the building being as yet unknown. Mr. Nibbelink 's request was granted.
The amount used for temporary hid
of the poor department during the paat
two weeks amounted to $35.
Hidewalkswere reported in poor condition near numbers 133 and 149 W.
9th street and on College Avenue near
Meeboer's building, and also in front
of the residenceof Dr. Poppen on Iflth
street. City EngineerBowen reported
thnt he had already made arrangement*
for the repairing of the latter.
The committeeassigned to look into

mittee.

Alderman Congleton reported that
the City Treasurer “ needed another
vault. This was referred to the committee on Ways and Means.
Aid. Brower reported thflt the resi-
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Women

and Children

I

been se-

I

lected as the “Munsingwear” store of this city.
Munsing Underwear is undoubtedly the best and
most popular underwear on the market, there is
none

I

consider ourselves fortunate in having

better.
We

like to

push along the

sale of good, honest, reliable

dise. That’s why we advertise the perfect fitting,popular

j
j
!

merchan-

priced

Mun-

0. K. They please pratically
all our customers who have given them a trail. We recommend them
on account of their fine quality and workmanship,and especially because of their unusal durabilityand washability. They come in every
sing Union Suits.

We know they

are

required style and size; without doubt the most economical as well as
the most comfortable and enjoyable underwear you can buy.

Ladies Union Suits at

the King Basket factory matter was
not ready for a final report. It was decided that the Bonus committee work
in conjunction with this special com-

lost her life with he> lover in Dedents along IHth street have heard rdmtroit Sunday' when fl gasoline tank exors that the kind of grading to be used
ploded and both were burned to death.
on thnt street has proved unsatisfacPittman told the story while lying on
tory in other (daces, and recommended
the couch which may prove his deaththat a committeebe appointed of three
bed. Just removed from Mercy hospital
RecommendsChemberUin's Cough Remedy.
where he has been for several weeks “Ust winter I used bottle of Chamber residents and three of the council to
stud still in a precarious condition,the Isin’s Cough Remedy for a had bronchial visit Grand Rapids on the city's
father received word of hi* daughter's cough. I felt its heneHrial effert immedi- pense for the purpose of investigating
ately and brfore I bad finishedthe bottle I
«leath and final disgrace with ill-con- was cured. I never tire of recommending the matter. This was moved and carthis remedy to my friends,’'write* Mr*. Wil- ried.
M-esled emotion.
Hright, Ft. \V*yne, Ind. Obtainable
Aid. Vander Ven told of the possibilA little over a year ago we first knew liam
everywhere.— Adv.
ity of having the 1916 State Sunday
wjf our daughter’sinfatuation for this
0
married man, Louis Robidoux. We tried
Theodore Elfcrdink of this city, a School Convention in this city and dug
io reason with her, to show her the er- senior student has been elected presi- gested that an invitationbe issue*! to
the authoritiesto hold the convention
ror of her ways. Shrinking from notordent of the Hope College Debating
.Tety we did not ilare to invoke the law Usgue. Herman Maaaen of Maurice, la. here, as It would mean a great deal
for this city. The suggestion iVfls acted'
; to aid us in ke-ping th»m apart.”
lias been elected secretary and Martin
upon.
1 The body of the Pittman girl will be
E. Flipae of Holland, treasurer.Correburied by her paronts, while Mrs. Ger- spondencehas been started with Alma
Mayor Bosch asked Aid. Kammeraad
trude Robidoux,the deserted wife and and Olivet collegesin the first league what had been done towards the fram
her two children, also left by their and with Kalamazoo and Hillsdalecol- iug of a buildingordinance for this city,
father with no means of livelihood, will leges in the second league for the an a matter which makes our dignified
form the final party that will s«*e hi*. nual debates in 1910.
mayor quite wrought up wljen discuss• 'body to it* grave in the local cemetery.
ed, as he has been trying his utmost to
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We

For

I

Ladies Vests and

1

$1.00 up to $2.75

“ “
50c “ “

Pants 50c

Children’s Union Suits

j

i Let your next

Underwear

$1.40

be

$1.50

MUNSINGWEAR

—

i
j

I

“What

y/mmmnmmummnmmi

We

Say

We Do, We Do Do”

